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Abstract

Bodies with multiple limbs and joints have endless possibilities to move around in their surrounding space. How the nervous system controls this amount of degrees of freedom in motor execution is a question under vigorous debate. In an ambition to explore related aspects of motor control we conducted parallel electrophysiological recordings of motor circuits in the cortex and basal ganglia in the consciously behaving rodent during the execution of various motor behaviors.

To be able to further explore the relevance of neuronal activation patterns for different behaviours within these motor structures, we developed two methods - one focusing on increasing the amount of information acquired from the neuronal recordings and the other on improved motion tracking. The first method enabled a flexible electrode construction for targeting of multiple regions of the brain simultaneously. In the motion tracking system an anatomically defined model of the rodent paw was developed. With high resolution recordings a detailed reconstruction of a complex movement permitted differentiation of multiple kinematic parameters that could be related to the electrophysiological recordings. In experiments employing a reach and grasp paradigm, we were able to correlate the neuronal code to a previously suggested subdivision of the compound movement into functional sub-components, in effect validating the method.

In further studies we utilized the 6-OHDA rodent model of Parkinson’s disease, where motor control is impaired. Here we found that levodopa induced-dyskinesia was tightly associated with a strong oscillatory phenomenon in the motor cortex, and that stopping the oscillation locally was sufficient for alleviation of motor symptoms. By expanding the neuronal recordings using the developed electrode we showed that different states of the disease could be reliably discerned. When comparing these disease states with a control state, we could thus assess the effect of drugs in their ability to normalize disease-relevant signals. The validity of this procedure was verified by correlation between the behavioral and neuronal measures. These experiments demonstrate that neuronal measures of internal states can be utilized for evaluation of new treatment strategies and have a high potential in aiding drug development for diseases without clear behavioral phenotypes.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Nervsystemet är sannolikt en av de mest vidunderliga strukturer som skapats i detta universum - denna avhandling hade till exempel varken kunnat skrivas eller läsas utan det. Som av en slump handlar den också om just nervsystemet och läsande och skrivande är två exempel på olika funktioner som möjliggjorts på grund av det. Även om dessa utgör funktioner som är ovanliga utanför vår egen art, människan, så skapas alla sorts intråck och uttryck utifrån samma fundament: genom en tvåsamhet mellan sensorik och motorik.

Inom neurovetenskapen finns en uppsjö av frågor och tekniker som tillåter studier av nervsystemets olika funktioner och i denna avhandling ligger fokus på hur motorik programmeras av diverse hjärnstrukturer under olika tillstånd. Genom att implantera elektroder som mäter aktivitet hos nervceller i specifika hjärnområden samtidigt som olika beteenden utrycks har vi kunnat mäta vilka förändringar i nervcellers signalering som kan kopplas till den motoriska aktiviteten. Vanligtvis görs detta genom en manuell klassning av diverse beteendeegenskaper som sedan associeras till den uppmätta nervcellsaktiviteten, men då detaljerade korrelationer kräver hög upplösning i både tid och rum så blir detta ofta en onödigt krävande process. För att få den detaljnivå som krävs för att kunna utröna vilka parametrar i ett beteende som är kontrollerade i de registrerade hjärnstrukturerna så utvecklade vi en datoriserat system som automatiskt klassar beteendet med avseende på parametrar såsom vinklar över leder, rörelseriktn och hastighet. Detta gjordes på ett beteende där en rätta tar en godisbit med hjälp av en sträckrörelse med tassen, som är jämförbar med vissa målinriktade handrörelser i människor. Genom att samtidigt mäta nervcellsaktivitet från två hjärnområden kända för sin inblandning i motorik kunde vi med denna teknik visa att den fullständiga rörelsen kodades neuronalt på ett sätt som tidigare hade föreslagits utav detaljerade beteendestudier - i form av mindre, funktionella komponenter som sätts samman i skapandet av den komplexa rörelsen. Förutom att ge en indikation på ett vis som hjärnan under normala omständigheter skulle kunna programvara rörelser, så indikerade det att metoden för beteendeklassificering är en fördelaktig teknik att utnyttja i mer detaljerade framtida studier.

I nästkommande studie ville vi också studera samma strukturers inflytande under ett sjukdomstillstånd, för att se om de förändringar av beteendet som sjukdomen skapar kunde förklaras av förändringar i den uppmätta nervcellsaktiviteten. I människor och djurmodeller av Parkinson’s sjukdom som behandlas med en effektiv symptomlindrande medicin kallad levodopa så uppkommer vanligtvis biverkningar i form av ofrivilliga och syfteslösa rörelser kallade dyskinesier. Under detta biverkningstillstånd fann vi en kraftig förändring i signaleringen i en känd men i situationen förbisedd hjärnstruktur samtidigt som symptomen upprivas. Vi hade härmed hittat en potentiellt ny mekanism på en ny plats i hjärnan som
teoretiskt skulle kunna blir ett mål för att motverka biverkningarna. Genom att behandla bara denna struktur, motorhjärnbarken, med en experimentell medicin som motverkar den primära behandlingen så kunde vi ytterligare stärka sambandet mellan symptombilden och den den onormala signalen, då stävandet av den också hämmade de ofrivilliga rörelserna. Detta var glädjande eftersom i det fall biverkningar från en i övrigt fördelaktig behandling kan hindras så blir ursprungssjukdomen ett mycket mindre problem för patienten.

Då vi vid detta lag sett att de hjärnstrukturer vi mätt ifrån varit inblandade på olika vis i de olika tillstånd vi studerat så ville vi utveckla elektroderna för nervcellsmätningarna så att de skulle kunna anpassas för att mäta från många fler hjärnstrukturer samtidigt. Vi antog att om alla de områden vi mätte ifrån bidrog med unik fakta om vad som sker, så kommer den totala informationen från dessa experiment kunna öppna upp för nya frågeställningar och användningsområden. I samma uppställning med levodopa-behandlade parkinson-djur som innan kunde vi genom samtliga mätningar från åtta olika hjärnområden per hjärnhalva hitta skillnader mellan normala och sjukliga tillstånd som förr inte kunnat beskrivas med samma detaljriktedom. Denna samtida beskrivning av sjukt och friskt tillåt oss att testa mediciner för att se hur en behandling av ett sjukt tillstånd påverkade hjärnsignalerna i stora delar av hjärnan, vilket kunde jämföras med signalerna från det friska tillståndet. På så sätt kunde vi utöver den tydliga påverkan på beteendet också se hur bra en medicin verkade genom att direkt titta på hjärnsignalerna. Eftersom en medicins ospecifika påverkan på beteenden kan vara väldigt svår att klassificera med standardiserade skalar anpassade för specifika sjukdomssymptom, så blir detta ett efterlängtatt sätt att istället utnyttja kroppsgena signaler för utvärdering av en medicins effekt. För psykiatriska sjukdomar till exempel, där förändringar i beteende är mindre uppenbara än i motoriska sjukdomar, så skulle detta kunna ge en inblick i effekten av ett läkemedel som kan användas för läkemedelsutvecklingssyften för dessa i dagsläget svårbehandlade tillstånd.

I sin helhet har innehållet i denna avhandling bidragit till att komplettera existerande kunskap om nervsystemets roll i motorik under normala och sjuka förhållande, till den grad att nya frågor inom ämnet kan börja ställas och i sinom tid besvaras. Med ett sådant förfarande kommer förhoppningsvis den potentiella nytta av resultaten motivera att både grund- och applicerad forskning bör vara en naturlig del av alla samhällen.
Summary

The development of a refined nervous system has had great influence over the survival power of the individual. The main role of the central nervous system is to allow suitable outputs based on inputs constrained by the peripheral nervous system. One rudimentary example of this is the direct reflex circuit, where the input of one neuronal cell is tightly linked to the output of another neuron in both space and time, producing a response reliably predictable already from the information of the electrochemical source signal. In contrast, voluntary movements imply a free will and require more complexity than the causation of a monosynaptic circuit, which is provided by additional pathways in the spinal cord and brain. At the outermost boundary of the brain resides the cerebral cortex, which is especially prominent in humans and the most recently developed encephalic structure. Bordering within this lies a developmentally older collection of interconnected nuclei called the Basal Ganglia that receives, and feeds back to, many of the signals passing from the cortex through the spinal cord to the muscles that produce movements. The activity of neurons in motor cortex, together with parts of basal ganglia, form a network that is known to have strong influence over bodily movements and the aim of this thesis has been to study the function of this combined network in relation to motor behavior in health and disease. To enable this, we have developed an adaptable method that allows for simultaneous measurement from multiple parts of the rodent brain. Applying this in awake and behaving subjects, we have preliminarily shown that for a learned complex “reach & grab” behavior, consisting of smaller movements stacked together to become functional, signals in the cortico-striatal system precede and dynamically correspond to these motoric sub-components. This is in line with what has been shown before in the spinal cord and encourages further study as to what features of movements the coding elements from different levels affects.

To further understand the neural principles underlying normal function, it can often be informative to examine a system under malfunction. To this end we chose to study the side effects of involuntary movements due to the main treatment for Parkinson’s disease (PD) in an established animal model of this common disease. Here we found a striking oscillatory phenomenon in the signal from the cortical region of the brain, corresponding tightly to the expression of these continuous abnormal movements. Interestingly, the aberrant signal could be reliably interrupted by antagonizing dopamine receptors locally in motor cortex, at which point symptoms were relieved. In effect this added a new pathological phenomena in a contextually overlooked region of the brain, with a proposed experimental treatment, opening up for new questions to be posed on the subject.

Emerging from the clearly distributed signals from these studies was the notion that signals of healthy and non-healthy states of behavior can be differentiated with enough
employing a method to reduce the high dimensionality of our multivariate data while retaining as much of the information as possible, we could reliably represent distinct brain states from normal and pathological conditions. Following this, the potential for an alternative way to calculate and illustrate effects for treatments targeting neurological conditions arose, and neurophysiological states induced by centrally acting drugs were added to the representations. In this way we were able to track geometrical relations between different drug states and the pathological and healthy states in a common space, to obtain an internal measure of treatment efficacy based on their relative distance from each other. By demonstrating the viability of using signals from large brain networks for drug evaluations in Parkinson’s disease and dyskinesia, we are now underway to verify the method for additional diseases, many of which lack clear behavioral phenotypes that can be correlated to the pathology.

Considering the increasingly high attrition rates in drug development due to efficacy related issues, approaches increasing accuracy in readouts of true therapeutic effects are likely to increase the current translatability of common pre-clinical findings, not least in the staggering field of drug development for CNS diseases. Taken together, the work included in this thesis has aimed to provide a balanced amount of answered and unanswered questions in basic and applied neuroscience and will serve as a foundation for future work in this intriguing field.
Përmbledhje

Zhvillimi i sistemit nervor të stërholluar ka patur një ndikim të madh në aftësinë e mbijetesës së individit. Roli kryesor i sistemit nervor qendror është mundësimi i sinjalëve të duhura dalëse në bazë të sinjalëve hyrëse të kapura nga sistemi nervor periferik. Një shembull rudimentar i kësaj është qarku i reflekshit direkt, ku sinjali hyrës i njërit neuron është ngushtë i lidhur në hapësirë dhe kohë me sinjalin dalës të një neuron tjetër, duke shkaktuar një reagim besueshmërisht të parashikueshëm që nga informacioni i sinjalit burimor elektrokimik. Në kontrast me këtë, lëvizjet e vullnetshme kërkojnë vullnet të lirë dhe kompleksitet më të madh se shkakësia e një qarku njësinaptik, gëjë që mundësohet nga një mjet të të shumtë kurruzore dhe trurit. Te kufiri më i skajshëm i trurit gjendet korja e trurit, që është veçanërisht e përparuar të njeriu dhe po ashtu struktura trunore më e re në pikëpamje të zhvillimit. Brenda kufizjeve të saj gjendet një koleksion zhvillimisht më i moçëm bërthamash të ndërëldhura, i quajtur ganglionet bazale, i cili pranon dhe u përgjigjet sinjalëve të shumta që kalojnë nga korja, nëpër palcën kurruzore e deri te mundësit të përfor rënderit të tërhequr nënkomponente motorike, një disa pjesë të një neuron të brejtës të shëndoshë dhe të sëmurë. Për ta mundësuar këtë, kemi zhvilluar një metodë të adaptueshme që lejon matje të njëkomponente motorike nga disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës të brejtës. Duke e zbatuar këtë te objektet eksperimentale në gjendje të zgjuar dhe vepruese, ne sëmundjeve komplekse me të njëthori që të dëfshirë ne më të sëmundjeve me disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës. Duke e zbatuar këtë te objektet e brejtësise, ne sëmundjeve komplekse me të njëthori që të dëfshirë ne më të sëmundjeve me disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës. Duke e zbatuar këtë te objektet e brejtësise, ne sëmundjeve komplekse me të njëthori që të dëfshirë ne më të sëmundjeve me disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës. Duke e zbatuar këtë te objektet e brejtësise, ne sëmundjeve komplekse me të njëthori që të dëfshirë ne më të sëmundjeve me disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës. Duke e zbatuar këtë te objektet e brejtësise, ne sëmundjeve komplekse me të njëthori që të dëfshirë ne më të sëmundjeve me disa pjesë të trurit të brejtës.
Një nocion që doli nga sinjalet e qarta të këtyre studimeve ishte ai që sinjalet e gjendjeve të shëndetshme dhe jo të shëndetshme të sjelljes mund të diferencohen me informacion të mjaftueshëm elektrofiziologjik. Me zbatimin e një metode për reduktim të dimensionalitetit të lartë të të dhënave tona shumëvariable, duke ruajtur sa më shumë informata, ne në mënyrë të besueshme arritëm t'i dallonim në reprezantime gjendjet e veçanta të trurit nga gjendjet normale dhe patalogjike. Pas kësaj u krijua mundësia për një mënyrë alternative të kalkulimit dhe ilustrimit të efekteve të trajtimit të gjendjeve neurologjike, dhe reprezantimeve u shtuan edhe gjendje neurofiziologjike të shkaktuara nga barërat me veprim qendror. Në këtë mënyrë mundeshim t'i gjurmonim relacionet gjeometrike ndërmjet gjendjeve të ndryshme të shkaktuara nga barërat dhe gjendjeve patalogjike e të shëndetshme në një hapësirë të përbashkët, për të bërë matje të brendshme të efikasitetit të trajtimit në bazë të largësive të tyre relative nga njëra-tjetera. Duke e demonstruar mundësinë e përdorimit të sinjaleve nga rrjetet e mëdha trunore për vlerësimet e barërave në sëmundjen e Parkinsonit dhe në diskinezi, ne tani jemi duke i u afruar verifikimit të kësaj metode edhe për sëmundje të tjera, nga të cilat shumë nuk kanë fenotipe të qarta sjelljesh që munden të bashkëlidhen me patologjinë. Duke e marrë parasysh shkallën e lartë të hollimit në zhvillimin e barërave për shkak të çështjeve që kanë të bëjnë me efikasitetin, ato mënryra të qasjes që e rrisin saktësinë e leximeve të efekteve të vërteta terapeutike janë ato që më së shumti munden të rrisin përkthyeshmërinë aktuale të zhvillimeve paraklinike, sidomos në lëmin marramendës të zhvillimit të barërave për sëmundjet e SNQ. Puna e përfshirë në këtë disertacion synon në tërësi të parashtrojë një sasi të balancuar pyetjesh me përgjegje dhe pa përgjegje në neuroshkencënë themelore dhe të zbatuar, dhe do të shërbejë si bazë për punime të ardhshme në këtë lëm mahnitës.
Abbreviations

General:
AIM – Abnormal involuntary movement
DoF – Degrees of freedom
LID – Levodopa-induced dyskinesia
MEA – Multiple electrode array
PD – Parkinson’s disease

Structures:
M1 (MI) – Primary motor cortex
BG – Basal Ganglia
DLS/DMS – Dorsolateral & dorsomedial striatum
GPi/GPe – Globus pallidus, internal & external parts
SNc/SNr – Substantia nigra, compact & reticular parts
STN – Subthalamic nucleus
Th – Thalamus

Biochemicals:
Serotonin (5-HT) – 5-hydroxytryptamine
ACh – Acetylcholine
GABA – Gamma-aminobutyric-acid
Glu – Glutamatergic acid (Glutamate)
Levodopa (L-Dopa, LDA) – L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine

Cells:
ChAt – Striatal cholinergic interneuron
IN – Interneuron
MSN – Medium sized spiny neuron
PC – Pyramidal cell
TAN – Tonically active neuron

Receptors:
AMPA – α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor
DR₁/DR₂ – Dopamine receptor families 1 & 2
NMDAR – N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor

Signals:
EEG – Electroencephalogram
LFP – Local field potential
AP (Spike) – Action potential
Preface
“The first move”

Though it has been proposed that motion and change is impossible in this One universe (Parmenides, 500BC; Zeno of Elea, 450BC), movement is probably still the best everyday example of when there is something, rather than nothing, happening in the physical world. From chemo-induced kinesis of prokaryotes to internally originated behaviors of higher eukaryotes, movement generation is a topic that has engaged scholars since the early days of science. As all questions, the question in question is fundamentally of philosophical character but has come to extend to the field of this thesis – neurophysiology – and can for the purpose of it be liberally formulated as ‘how does the nervous system translate intent to event’?

The phylogenetic fundamentality of motor and sensor systems implies that they have played an important role ontologically. The principle in its simplest analogy, even between radically different phyla seems to be the same; a circuit combining sensor and motor circuits into a functional unit, so that a stimuli induce a response that can be measured (Petersson et al., 2003). Development of more recently conceived species has provided compartmentalized functionality, of which the neural compartment is considered to be the nearest causal source of controlling behavior. Unsurprisingly, many parts of the nervous system such as the spinal cord, brainstem, basal ganglia and motor cortices are directly implicated in sensorimotor control, but even the most remotely connected cerebral structures have been correlated to motor functions (Fetz, 1994). Whereas not classically regarded motor areas have interesting and sometimes surprising involvement in motor executions (Wayner, 1970; Matyas et al., 2010; Sawada et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) the primary motor areas’ involvement in the execution of movements still offer interesting revelations (Churchland et al., 2012). Studies of these have put forth ground breaking findings (Georgopoulos et al., 1986), some having resulted in fruitful real-world applications (Velliste et al., 2008; Hochberg et al., 2012). Unfortunately, to be able to make use of something does not necessarily indicate an understanding of the system that the entity takes part in, as history tells (Rorschach, 1927; Gödel, 1931; Bertolini et al., 2006; Karkanas et al., 2007). Then again, it is fortunate that a system can be practically utilized without full comprehension of it. The successful applications of BMIs, for example, comes not from an understanding of the underlying neural code’, but rather from an understanding of how brain signals can be processed and disrupted (Benabid et al., 1987; Moritz et al., 2008; Fraser et al., 2009). That, together with a perplexingly complex brain that, in its plastic nature, can associate multimodal stimuli over multitudes of timescales, makes the possibilities for dynamic and adaptive systems harnessing signals from neurons plentiful.

Accumulated knowledge has allowed for models of various kinds to be proposed - the most implemented probably being the conductance model by Hodgkin & Huxley (1952), which’s simplicity and minimal assumptions has given it razor sharp predictive power for individual

*A neural code is any neuronal signal that comes to bear meaning for the receiver of it
neurons. An intrinsic property of the neuron is to integrate incoming stimuli in order to convey a signal (or to not), depending on if the input causes the membrane potential to pass the critical threshold for the voltage sensitive ion channels in the hillock to open. This near-linear summation based “decision” is partly what enables research of the nervous system, relying on that in the logistic chain of information transfer there will be at least one neuronal correlation representing what is studied. In the highly interconnected brain there usually is. But, of course, this bears the premise that what is studied is something sufficiently distinct to be detected which is not a modus tollens, since the fact that something is sufficiently distinct is dependent on the evidence that it can be detected. As many arguments, this constitutes a circular one (Laertius, 300AD), but absence of evidence is not evidence of absence and herein lies an unknown; we do not know if there exists movements that we cannot detect, and we do not know if they, if existing, have a neural correlate or not. There is thus a possibility that some of the measured neuronal activities is actually coding for events that are not (and possibly cannot be) measured or detected. Then again, the corresponding could be true also for the neuronal detection. Further, we do not know if status quo entails activity of competing motions that cancels each other out or if every action is due only to a positive precursor. Thus, much less is known about the origins of movements than about the movements in themselves, and research is motivated. Nonetheless, correlations are not always easy to find. Solely considering the sheer number of neurons in a brain makes inquiry a formidable task. Moreover, few, if any, functions are represented by individual neurons, but rather as parts of networks including thousands of neighbors at various distances from each other, distributing the neural code between them and enabling them to represent multiple functions – or parts of them (Földiák, 1990). This, on the one hand, might make it more probable to find eventual neuronal representations, on the other, might make them weaker. With current technical development enabling probing of multiple subsections of multiple regions (Ivica/Tamtè et al., 2014), scientific inquiry is becoming more elaborate and will expectedly be paralleled by the finding of more intricate neuronal representations.

Irrespective of the vast knowledge about neurons, what the principles are for generating meaning within the brain is one of the hardest problems. What has been learnt, partly from nifty sensory physiological research (Schouenborg and Weng, 1994; Ma, 2010), is that a big chunk of the information in the neural code is carried by the specific cell types – a labelled line – activated by distinct stimuli. But how the central cells are being activated with regard to which, how many, where, when, how often and their relation to each other is also important. Recent findings (Liu et al., 2012) has shed light on one of these aspects, showing that a memory engram can be evoked by mere stimulation of the subset of neurons that were involved during the acquisition/formation of a conditioned memory. These results are among the few of its kind providing evidence for the hypothesis that neuronal networks can come to bear meaning simply by reactivating them simultaneously, largely disregarding their temporal activation pattern. Relatively accurate predictions have nevertheless been made from the simple assumption that
neurons communicate with a time-dependent rate code, so that a deviation from the normal firing rate of a neuron indicates that it has some role in what is happening with the subject in a defined vicinity of that moment. This is true not only for somatosensory processes, but seems to be valid also in the case of other sensory modalities, as well as for motor processes. This commonality is expected since the networks in the brain enabling prolonged neural processing are built from the same building blocks, expanding the simple reflex circuit to connect input & output, afference & efference, sensory & motor into combinations where functions emerge (Buzsáki, 2013) that at this point cannot be explained by reductionistic determinism as has been suggested (Descartes, 1662). Consequently, from a primary neural perspective there is little distinction between what is a sensory and what is motor and along with the emergence of more complex neural processes an integrated sensorimotor expression has come to overtake the purists’ nomenclature (Fetz, 1994).

In spite of the redundant, integrative and distributed nature of information processing in the CNS, early experiments employing electrical stimulation of various brain areas has implicated certain neural structures more causally linked to movement generation than others (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937). Stimulation of the motor cortices (Donoghue and Wise, 1982) and subcortical nuclei of the basal ganglia (Alexander and DeLong, 1985), have been shown to elicit muscle contractions of varying complexity in repeatable ways. Local motor cortical stimulation activates individual muscle fibers in a topographical manner, whereas stimulation of the subcortical striatal nuclei generates compound movements consisting of activations of multiple muscle fibers and joints (Vilela-Filho et al., 2014). The spinal cord is another structure that was early on proposed to serve the function of coordinating the summation of rudimentary motor components into functional compound movements – a conclusion partly following the naturalistic motor primitives evoked from spinal cord stimulation (Giszter et al., 1993). Since then, preliminary in-house results (Palmér/Tamtè et al., 2012) have, together with others (Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Churchland et al., 2012), similarly indicated other pertinent structures with capabilities in line with those primary results.

In line with a Galen’s hypothesis of localization of function, lesions affecting specific areas of the brain, such as strokes and/or Parkinson’s disease (PD), often produce well defined symptoms. Just as a stroke-induced lesion of the M1 can produce apparent symptoms of motor dysfunction, a physical lesion of the frontal lobe can evoke alterations in personality traits (Haas, 2001). From a localization point of view, this alludes to the lost function being represented by what has been affected, but in fact tells more about the remainder of the brain’s capability to cope with the loss. The two can of course coincide, and often do, as in the above mentioned case of the lesioned brain area giving rise to motoric symptoms, but it might not always. In PD, for example, the degeneration of cells in the mesencephalon, apparently affects how the natural processing of information occurs. The depletion causes a set of cardinal motor symptoms, as initially described by Sir Parkinson (Parkinson, 1817), which’s severity are coherently associated to the progression of the degeneration over time - yet few would ascribe
any direct behavioral functions to any of the modulatory neurotransmitters that are lost. System effects seemingly emerge from the networks of connections in place, whose function are more properly defined by their input and output relations. Rather, then, the loss of function in this particular system might more suitably be attributed to a malfunction of the network properties, as a consequence of the neurotransmitter loss, than to any particular functions of the neurotransmitter per se.

Different networks thus pertain different functions, but determining them is not always straightforward. The distance between any given pair of neurons in the brain is on average only 6 synapses (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), hence many networks in the brain are considerably intermingled. To elucidate what functions are carried by which networks requires studies with delicate precision and sensitivity to disentangle the various variables of interest. In PD, it has been long suggested that a disruption in basal ganglia signaling explains the loss of function (Meyers, 1942). Apart from explaining features of the disease, this has also spurred studies that has led to greater understanding of the transmitter (Carlsson et al., 1957), the receptor (Surmeier et al., 1992), as well as the circuits themselves (Mink, 1996). It was early found out that replacement of the lost neurotransmitter alleviates the symptoms of the disease. At the time, less was known of what limitations the system have to utilize the supplement, and how overt adverse reactions manifesting as dyskinesia arise. Interestingly, the contextually overlooked motor cortices were recently found to offer enlightenments as to where these side effects might stem from (Halje/Tamtè et al., 2012). Even though the dopaminergic levels in basal ganglia are effectively restored, other regions of the brain affected by the systemically circulating drug seem to be sensitive at the same levels, bringing them to an altered state of processing which cause the adverse effects. With the novel methods to probe many brain regions simultaneously informational content increases to the extent where differentiations between brain states can be made that were formerly difficult to distinguish, permitting state descriptions that can be used for a plethora of purposes – neuropharmacological drug evaluations being one core purpose for the field of neurophysiology of diseases (Tamtè et al., 2016). Using this to gain knowledge about which processes in the brain are affected and guide them in desirable directions with external means is a highly intriguing endeavor of the future. Of course, biology is seldom as straightforward as mathematics, physics or even chemistry, and realizing that even microscopic parts of the system – the transmitter & receptor – are complex enough to exhibit considerable variability for the entire system, is of utmost importance.

As for now, the humble aim of this thesis has been to remove a straw of hay from the stack covering the neural principles for volitional sensorimotor control and, as nothing comes from nothing, we will continue the search for the causeless cause: the unmoved mover.
Introduction
Introduction

Bodies with multiple muscles and joints have countless possibilities to flexibly move about in their environment. The biceps brachii muscle, for example, works over three joints to flex the elbow and supinate the forearm and together with activity from its constituent antagonist, enables the arm to assume innumerable positions in surrounding space. The biceps is 1 of about 650 skeletal muscles in the human body and considering that natural movements generally include many, it becomes apparent that the potential degrees of freedom for these quickly rise towards infinity. How accurate control of such parameter set is achieved has for long been a major question of interest for the field.

For over a century it has been known that muscular activity can be controlled by the brain. Direct connections from both cortical and subcortical structures to the spinal cord are plentiful and provide signals that instruct the muscles to contract, producing the forces that enables movement. If the task at hand for the nervous system was merely to produce muscular contractions to allow us to move from one place to another, this could be achieved by a set of neurons of similar magnitude to the muscles. But since the number of neurons in the brain is around 1 billion times greater, it is safe to assume that the functionality it provides must be additional to that.

In spite of this massive machinery, movements do not trivially come about; a spatial goal can be reached not only by multiple routes but a given movement can also be generated by different combinations of muscles. Starting point, endpoint, direction, acceleration, velocity, etcetera, are all features that could be encoded as principles for the nervous system as movements are created. Most measurable kinematics are indeed expected to be represented somehow, somewhere in the nervous system, since they are under volitional control, and many have been shown to be (Thach, 1978; Georgopoulos, 1995). But so far, no foreseen features have been able to fully explain the corresponding measured cell activities. Either the code is more complex than assumed or it is represented by more diverse sources than individual neurons in specific regions of the brain, or, there are other, perhaps more dynamic principles than kinematics that have been overlooked. To better address the question, a system that automatically scans the full movement space continuously, allowing tracking of the trajectories of complex movements at fine detail and high speed, would help in making the detailed correlations to neuronal activity that are desired.
The periphery

In essence, the purpose of the nervous system is to convey information to the organism about the surrounding world to guide purposeful behavior, which optimally should contribute to the survival of the organism. This is initially achieved through specialized receptor proteins in the peripheral nervous system that detect and respond to different sources of energy. The specific attunement of the senses that are purposeful for a given organism is arbitrary and varies greatly for different species in different environments (Novales, 2000; Heyers et al., 2007; Gracheva et al., 2010), but commonly include senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing for the majority of mammals. Chemoreception of taste and smell mostly relates to food consumption, while teleoreception of hearing and vision primarily alerts of salient events in the surroundings, and they all have their separate channels of input (Craig, 2002). The exteroceptive sense of cutaneous touch, on the other hand, is perceived through the same bodily parts as those that generate movements, and is as such intrinsically tied to motor output. Mechanoreceptors detect different (vibration, pressure, stretch) direct physical interactions of objects with the body, proprioceptors detect the positions of the bodily elements, chemoreceptors detect chemical functional elements and thermoreceptors detect the kinetic energy associated with different temperatures. Upon a relevant stimulus, the receptors activate the associated nerve cell which transduces the signal, in form of action potentials, to the first central compartment involved in motor control - the spinal cord (Gerstner et al., 1997; Johansson and Birznieks, 2004).

The spinal cord

Stretching along the length of the body, the spinal cord is commonly divided into a ventral and a dorsal segment, where input from the periphery enters the dorsal segment and the output to the periphery exits from the ventral segment. The dorsoventral axis is divided into anatomical laminae (Rexed, 1952), with some functional correspondence. Tactile signals enter the superficial layers that in turn have synaptic connections with the output circuits that control the muscles from corresponding parts of the body, constituting the purest form of a reflex circuit that is the basis for proper early life sensorimotor development (Petersson et al., 2003). Early in development, repeated patterns of neuronal activity drive associations of neuronal sets through tuning of synaptic weights as the organism starts interacting with the environment (Nicolelis et al., 1996), effectively forming functionally attuned cell assemblies over time (Hebb, 1949; Bliss and Lomo, 1973). In the adult it has been suggested that similar neuronal assemblies, tightly coupled to frequently employed motor elements, may constitute building blocks for generation of more complex motor behaviors (Tresch et al., 1999). In the spinalized frog, for example, it has been shown that intraspinal microstimulation at multiple levels produce specific force fields from synergistically working sets of muscles that directs the limb to equilibrium points in three dimensional space (Giszter et al., 1993). Such neuronal sources for muscles synergies have later been shown to also be present in the spinal cord of both rodents and
primates (Tresch and Bizzi, 1999; Moritz et al., 2007). Upon simultaneous stimulation of multiple modules of this kind these primitives can be linearly combined into compound muscle synergies, simplifying the explanation of how complex everyday motor behavior may arise (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1994). The proposition of limited sets of flexibly combinable motor primitives is an appealing aim of reducing the longstanding issue of dealing with the abovementioned large dimensionality, but its provability by recordings has been doubted due to the confounding preceding control signal from higher structures (Todorov and Ghahramani, 2003). Furthermore, as the neuronal foundation of these suggested primitives necessarily derive from synaptic weights within the varying cell assemblies (d’Avella and Pai, 2010), the definition for when a primitive comes into existence could be just as dynamic as when two anatomically unconnected cells are to be considered functionally coupled, i.e. hard to specify. Though originally studied in the spinal cord, the existence of sets of neurons functionally tuned to specific motor output parameters have been found also at other levels of the neural “hierarchy” (Riehle and Requin, 1995), which should be expected given the underlying anatomy with dense reciprocal connections between higher structures and the spinal cord (Lynn, 1975; Dum and Strick, 1991). Thus in reciprocity with the descending signals from higher structures, inputs to the spinal cord yield ascending signals to upstream compartments of the nervous system where further processing of inputs ensue (Rosén and Asanuma, 1972).

Cortex

The cortex is often exemplified as the top of the neurological hierarchy, having utmost importance for behavioral control. As a macro-structure, the cortical sheet has been subdivided into 52 cytoarchitectonically separate areas, several housing distinct function (Lichtheim, 1885; Brodmann, 1909). It is organized as a multi-columnar structure with each column having up to 6 histologically identifiable principal layers that also are believed to have specialized functionality with defined input, output and chemical relationships (Sherman and Guillery, 1996; Mountcastle, 1997). The numerous cells in the cortex are heterogeneous and the neuronal networks herein can be divided into subpopulations based on different criteria: The pyramidal cells, residing in all cortical layers, are the principal cells of the cortex and are excitatory by nature. Their counterparts, the interneurons, although outnumbered approximately by 5:1, often provide strategic compensatory inhibitory input to proximal parts of neurons’ somas (Markram et al., 2004; Silberberg and Markram, 2007). Both cell types can be further subdivided into a plethora of morphological and histochemical subgroups (Spruston, 2008; DeFelipe et al., 2013), sometimes overlapping and with some functional correspondence (Markram et al., 2004). The pyramidal cells of the corticospinal tract, visualized over a century ago (Ramón y Cajal, 1899), give input to the lower motor neurons of the anterior horn of the spinal cord that in turn is in contact with muscles in the periphery (Kuypers and Brinkman, 1970). On their descending path, these often arborize extensively and send collaterals to many other systems, suggestive for a central control hypothesis incorporating large parts of the brain (Swanson,
Even though it has been known for almost a half century that complete lesions to the pyramidal tract in the non-human primate produce long-lasting functional deficits in skilled hand tasks (Lawrence and Kuypers, 1968), it is still not clear what exact role it has in the execution of goal directed movements (c.f. Bjursten et al., 1976 or Merker, 2007 for puzzling revelations in different species). It is known that individual neurons in M1 has direct influence of muscle fiber contractions and are arranged in a topographical manner (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937), but how volitional control over the great number of individual neurons that would drive muscles to produce movements comes about is not fully understood. Later research has tried dismantling the topic. In a series of seminal experiments from 1986, Georgopolous and colleagues recorded the activity of populations of individual neurons from the motor cortex contralateral to the performing arm in the rhesus monkey during goal directed movements. When studying the relation of the discharge activity of the cells related to the movement, they found that the activity of the entire population of recorded cells were finely tuned to particular directions in space, in contrast to individual cells. The activity from individual cells could be represented as vectors with some weighted contribution along the preferred direction axis, but the vector sum of all cell vectors was much more sharply tuned to the direction of arm movement. Despite limitations in this interpretation (see e.g. [Loeb et al., 1996; Todorov, 2000; Fetz, 1994] for considerations), this emphasized the importance of viewing neurophysiological coordination of movement more holistically – i.e. treating the neuronal code as distributed. At the time, the field mainly dealt with intrastructural relations, but as has become evident, the widening of this viewpoint also to interstructural distribution of information has proven beneficial (Nicolelis, 2008). One of the most prominent outputs of cortex is directed to the underlying nuclei of the basal ganglia, which also are considered key actors in motor control, and have as such been thoroughly investigated in relation to it.

The Basal ganglia

The nuclei of the basal ganglia (BG) are a collection of subcortical structures that process information from most parts of the cortical sheet and serve to integrate it together with subcortical inputs into multimodal loops with functional specificity (Alexander et al., 1986; Fig 1). The circuit consists of a set of mainly inhibitory nuclei that together produce a suppressing output on downstream motor centers in the thalamus and brainstem (Grillner et al., 2005). When a signal is transduced within the circuit, the output nuclei can have two effects on their targets; Inhibiting or disinhibiting (Chevalier and Deniau, 1990). The passing signal, which for the motor loop is thought to facilitate selection of motor output, is conveyed back to the source region of the "initial" signal in cortex, and ultimately funneled to downstream motor centers in the brain stem and spinal cord. The classical model places cortex at the top of the sequential chain (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990), with direct excitatory outputs to the striatum - the main input station of the BG.
Figure 1. The classical model of the Basal Ganglia. Ctx; Cortex, Str: Striatum, STN: Subthalamic nucleus, GPi/e: Globus pallidus internal and external segment, SNc/r: Substantia nigra compact and reticular part, Th: Thalamus.

The striatum, dopamine and complex functions

The striatum is made up of the putamen and the caudate nucleus and is a heterogeneous structure with distinct histological and functional compartments (Graybiel and Ragsdale, 1978; Flaherty and Graybiel, 1993; Friedman et al., 2015; Lopez-Huerta et al., 2015). Functions attributed to the striatal complex have been many, but are primarily related to reinforcement learning and action selection (Mink, 1996; Schultz et al., 1997; Wickens et al., 2003; Grillner et al., 2005). Sequence representation and habit formation are examples of functionalities that can emerge from learning mechanisms herein that are dependent on reinforcement provided by the neuromodulator dopamine (Carlsson et al., 1957; Aosaki et al., 1994; Matsumoto et al., 1999; Faure et al., 2005). Phasically delivered DA can act as an instructive signal of reward to large parts of this system and lesions to it produce learning impairments (Lindvall and Björklund, 1974; Schultz, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 2014). Despite this clear role of dopamine as a neuronal teacher its intracellular mechanisms upon receptor binding are poorly understood. Textbooks emphasize the D1-receptor family as facilitators of action potential generation through intracellular increases of cAMP via the Gs 7TM receptor complex, and D2-receptor effects through reductions in concentrations of the same second messenger system, via the Gi (Gerfen et al., 1990; Purves et al., 2001). This interpretation is however generally acknowledged as an oversimplification - receptor expression in striatum is hardly dichotomous and dopamine’s actions have been shown to be highly dependent on multiple factors (Surmeier et al., 1992). Basal activity of the receiving neuron, concentration and other inputs to the recipient cell are all variables that influence the dopaminergic end effect (Seamans and Yang, 2004).
Another, more empirical explanation largely disregarding the intracellular mechanisms, is that the main effect of DA on MSNs rather has to do with increasing the signal to noise ratio by enhancing their evoked firing (Kiyatkin and Rebec, 1996). Nevertheless, dopamine’s indisputable role in learning is intriguing (Schultz et al., 1997). Unpredicted salient events are signalled by a short latency and duration dopamine flush so that actions leading to a rewarding outcome are behaviorally reinforced and become more likely to be expressed upon re-experiencing the same context (Skinner, 1948; Redgrave et al., 2008). The suggested neuronal substrate for this is dopaminergic reinforcement of recently active inputs by classical plasticity mechanism in striatum that DA have been shown to subserve (Calabresi et al., 2000). By this reasoning, it is understandable how the predicted reward becomes associated to the earliest conditioned stimuli predictive for it – by classical conditioning causing previously occurred events to be successively connected further back in time (Redgrave et al., 2008). Such mechanism has widespread consequences and this neuronal substrate is hypothesized to be partly responsible for both the development of action boundaries, habit formation and chunking of action repertoires (Graybiel, 1998; Jog et al., 1999; Barnes et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2013). Considering both the associative and the sensorimotor striatal involvement in sequential tasks and behaviors (Grafton et al., 1995; Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Thorn et al., 2010), and its dynamic activation along the rostrocaudal axis in sequence learning (Toni et al., 1998), it might even be plausible that striatum is necessary for their proper encoding. Indeed there is now ample evidence suggesting striatal involvement and necessity for complex, multi-joint movements (Alexander and DeLong, 1985b; West et al., 1990), sequential action repertoires (Jin and Costa, 2010; Jin et al., 2014) and full-scale motor programs (Cromwell and Berridge, 1996). If this is the case, it would be conceivable to assume that compounds of movements could be stored in networks in striatum in a similar way to how motor primitives are proposed to be stored in the spinal cord or action sequences in the supplementary motor area (Tanji and Shima, 1994).

**Striatal cell functions**

Finding similarities between systems is a matter of definition and similar functions have been suggested for a variety of levels (Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Yuste et al., 2005), but insights from the cellular level further validates these widespread functions of striatum. The structure consists of three main neuron groups with functional specificity: fast spiking interneurons, tonically active (presumably cholinergic) neurons and medium sized, spiny neurons (MSNs) (Inokawa et al., 2010; Berke, 2011). The latter group gives GABAergic output to the downstream pallidum and constitutes up to 95% of the total cell population (Kemp and Powell, 1971). Apart from their defining morphological attributes, MSNs also have physiological characteristics contributing to their key role as integrators in their circuits. Intracellular recordings of the spontaneous activity of MSNs have revealed that these cells are characterized by their ability to stably maintain two different membrane potential levels over extended time periods. In one
state, MSNs have a more depolarized membrane potential, between around -40 to -70 mV, where inputs are processed similarly to regular neuronal standards in other parts of the brain. The other state is characterized by an overly hyperpolarized membrane potential differing up to 90 mV from the extracellular reference compartment (Wilson, 1993). In this state the cell is not prone to depolarization, which in effect reduces the influence of individual cell inputs to the system (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996). The main determiner of which state the cells are in has been shown to be the level of depolarizing input that they receive, which to a large extent originates from excitatory inputs from the thalamus and cortex (Calabresi et al., 1990), although dopamine receptor activation also has been implicated in the upward transition (Grillner et al., 2005). The consequence of this layout is that highly temporally coincident inputs are needed to produce sufficient depolarization of striatofugal cells, which suitably allows this cell to act as a potential screen for less “coordinated” signals. With such constrictions the organization of cortical inputs to striatal cells becomes clearer; thousands of different cells from topographical clusters in the cortex have anatomical projections to single striatal MSNs (Ebrahimi et al., 1992; Kincaid et al., 1998). This in turn explains the spiny morphology of these cells, since the system requires concurrent inputs from diverse sources for optimal transmission of a signal. Together with proposed lateral inhibition from adjacently located interneurons (Bolam, 2004) and MSNs (Oorschot, 1996), this ensures that neuronal ambiguity is weakened and only the most consistently driven signal will surpass to the next processing stations.

Direct & indirect pathway

Yet another factor proposedly contributing to the rightful selection of actions is the established existence of dual routes within the basal ganglia circuitry (Purves et al., 2001). Diverging from the striatum, two pathways arise that have opposing effects on target neurons when their signals reconverge in the thalamus. The output from the BG to the thalamus is inhibitory and the direct pathway directly inhibits the output nuclei of the basal ganglia while the indirect pathway indirectly disinhibits them. Hence, the net effect of direct pathway activation is disinhibitory on a systems level, i.e. promotes signal propagation, while it is inhibitory for the indirect pathway (Chevalier and Deniau, 1990). A signal passing through the system could thus either be conveyed through the thalamus and back to the cortical areas of origin, in a more pruned form for each loop, or be inhibited (by means of the output nuclei) so that further processing and motor activation is repressed (Stocco et al., 2010). Coincidentally or not, these pathways have also been proposed to display distinct neuro-histochemical profiles, with dopaminergic receptors of contrary effects predominately expressed on each set: the D1 receptor family that presumably facilitates signal transmission is expressed on the direct and the opposing D2 receptors on the indirect pathway (Gerfen et al., 1990). Dopamine supplied through the nigrostriatal projections would by this view promote signals through the direct pathway and at the same time prevent the indirect pathway from communicating – rendering the net effect of a dopamine flush amplified. The assumption was that the two different pathways acted in
competition with each other, such that during rest the activity of the indirect pathway would prevail and during activity of the other. This hypothesis made sense not only from a physiological standpoint, but was also in accordance with the concurrent view on several disorders affecting the basal ganglia. For example, due to the opposing effect dopamine depletion would have on the two different pathways, it has been compelling to explain the main effects of dopamine related basal ganglia disorders in terms of these pathways (André et al., 2011; Miocinovic et al., 2013, further discussion below). It has now convincingly been demonstrated, that the classical thinking of direct and indirect counteraction is more complex than previously suggested; the dopamine expression profile is not dichotomous on MSNs (Surmeier et al., 1992), the projections from the striatum are not categorically divided (Wu et al., 2000) and action initiation calls for parallel activation of the system (Cui et al., 2013). As experiments like these have generated new knowledge, the early model has been revised and later schemes have tried taking some of these fact into account (Bar-Gad et al., 2003; Hammond et al., 2007; Calabresi et al., 2014; Fig 2).

Figure 2. Elaborated Basal ganglia model. The model emphasize additional aspects of the circuitry and is adapted for the rodent anatomy. Dopamine has direct effects in all structures of the circuit. Ctx; Cortex, Str: Striatum, STN: Subthalamic nucleus, GPI/e: Globus pallidus internal and external segment, SNC/r: Substantia nigra compact and reticular part, VTA: Ventral tegmental area, EP: Entopeduncular nucleus, Th: Thalamus, RT: Reticular nucleus of thalamus.
Hyperdirect pathway

Another route recognized early in the pathophysiological field was the cortico-subthalamic pathway, where lesions of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) diminished the drive of the inhibitory output to thalamus and caused severe movement effects (Carpenter et al., 1950). Though initially overlooked due to its sparse appearance, this pathway has raised significant interest with time as its influence of basal ganglia physiology has been further understood. The excitatory and somatotopically organized projection from cortex to the STN (Monakow et al., 1978; Nambu et al., 1996), known as the hyperdirect pathway, has strong influence over the output nuclei via the subthalamus, but its role in normal physiology has remained somewhat elusive. In experiments with electrical stimulation of the cortex, three phasic signals from the BG output have been detected with extracellular recordings that can be explained by classical conduction speeds through the routes in the tissue; the first, positive deflection derives from the cortical hyperdirect drive of excitatory throughputs from STN widely activating the inhibitory output – thought to cause general inhibition of action; the second, negative deflection comes from the striatonigral pathway’s focal inhibition of output – thought to cause release of a specific action; the third, positive deflection originates from the subsequent striatopallidal pathway’s reactivation of STN driving the inhibitory output – thought to terminate the requested action (Sano et al., 2013). With tedious experiments in both rodent and non-human primates, a novel model focusing on the dynamic properties of the three pathways was suggested, to explain how motor programs might be controlled from these sequential activation patterns (Nambu et al., 2002; Nambu, 2004). As expected from such a wide-spanning field, more models interpreting basal ganglia function in motor behavior have been proposed (Kravitz and Kreitzer, 2012; Calabresi et al., 2014; Gittis et al., 2014; Jahanshahi et al., 2015; Mallet et al., 2016), many that will be tested in relation to the many functions of the corticobasal-ganglia system in health and disease.

Thalamus

A major structure involved in multiple systems in the brain is thalamus, with widespread connections to cortical areas located both pre- (Rose and Woolsey, 1948) and post-centrally (Dempsey and Morison, 1941). Besides being the main relay nucleus for communication between the peripheral and central nervous system, thalamic nuclei also display active processing properties in its communication with cortex (Briggs et al., 2013). Thalamus has a defining role in both sensor and motor physiology, as well as for more general tuning of states that are important for normal functioning (Steriade et al., 1993; Llinás and Steriade, 2006). Interestingly, intense research in the field has suggested that glutamatergic signaling between thalamus and cortex structures might have roles different than previously suspected, displaying both modulator and driving properties within the same neurotransmitter system (Guillery, 2005; Sherman, 2005).
The basal ganglia-thalamocortical loop

Apart from actively relaying peripheral input to the cortex, thalamus constitute a key node in the chain of information transfer between the basal ganglia and the cortex. The output from the basal ganglia is converged directly to select nuclei within the thalamus (Parent and Hazrati, 1995), major recipients being the ventral anterior/ventral lateral (VA/VL), Mediodorsal (MD) and intralaminar (centromedidan and parafascicular; CM/PF) nuclei. In addition, strong control over the inhibitory reticular thalamus is also exerted by the GPe (Hazrati and Parent, 1991). The VA/VL nuclei of the “motor thalamus” project directly to motor cortical areas, and the BG output directed to these thalamic cells have been shown to monosynaptically inhibit them, thus having strong influence on thalamocortical transmission (Ueki et al., 1977) and motor cortical channels. The MD which has its densest projections to the prefrontal cortex in both rodents and primates (Ray and Price, 1992; McFarland and Haber, 2002), also receive direct inhibition from BG output (Ilinsky et al., 1985), linking BG processing to both early stages of motor processing and cognitive function (Middleton and Strick, 2000). The input to the intralaminar nuclei, which in turn have strong projections back to the striatum (Sadikot et al., 1992), implicate that these nuclei are part of a closed reciprocal loop with the basal ganglia. Thus in addition to the prominent cortical output from thalamus, thalamofugal system projecting to the striatum has been been implicated in the physiology of the basal ganglia, which has been suggested to have distinct functionality (Smith et al., 2014).

The thalamostriatal system

The main thalamostriatal output, derived from the CM/PF complex, have influence over widespread striatal regions. The PF associates most with the associative striatum while the dorsolateral, sensorimotor part of striatum receives strongest input from the CM. The cells of the latter are distinct from the cortically projecting cells in the same region (Parent and Hazrati, 1995), and there also seems to be a difference in the synaptic organization in striatum between these and Corticostriatal projections. Cortical projections to MSNs mainly synapse with heads of synaptic spines, whereas thalamic tend to synapse with the shafts (Smith and Bolam, 1990). Additionally, cortical projections mainly associate with MSNs of indirect pathway (Berretta et al., 1997) while thalamic have been shown to associate more with direct pathway neurons (Sidibé and Smith, 1996). Furthermore, corticostriatal synapses are in closer proximity to nigrostriatal terminals than are thalamostriatal, alluding to that modulation of excitatory input might be preferential for cortical inputs to these areas. This, of course, does not exclude thalamic inputs from having a strong regulatory role in this structure, but another dissimilarity is in their differential innervation of striatal interneurons. Whereas gabaergic PV+ INs receive input from both systems, the putatively tonically active cholinergic interneurons only receive substantial input from the CM (see Smith et al., 2004 for a more extensive review). Although constituting a small fraction, only around <2% of the total amount of cells in striatum,
cholinergic cells have large and dense arborisations in comparison to other striatal cells, thereby having the potential to influence most striatal MSN extensively (Zhou et al., 2002). The effect of dopamine in combination with the sensory cues provided via the intralaminar nuclei, has been suggested as a basis for the proper selection of actions through the thalamostriatal system within the basal ganglia (Smith et al., 2004)

Cerebellum

Though critical for regulation of behavioral output, particularly in relation to temporal aspects of motor control, cerebellum’s interactions with the cortex and basal ganglia is beyond the scope of this thesis but has been reviewed elsewhere (Middleton and Strick, 2000; Cerminara and Apps, 2011).

Motor system disorders

For a system subserving as many brain functions by its numerous structures, interconnections and neurotransmitters as the cortico-basal-ganglia circuit, it is easy to see how it is involved in several disorders of the nervous system (Obeso et al., 2014). Diseases range from psychiatric to motor, with both hypo- and hyperactivity disorders included in the spectra. Most studied of these is Parkinson’s disease, which has been shown to be caused by the selective deterioration of dopaminergic neurons in brainstem nuclei supplying both cortex, striatum other basal ganglia nuclei with the dopaminergic drive that is required for normal functioning. Parkinson’s is characterized by an inability to initiate volitional movements and a slowness of ongoing movements (Parkinson, 1817) and affects more than 1 % of the elderly population, with double rates of incidence for males (de Rijk et al., 1995; Van Den Eeden et al., 2003). While this alludes to dopamine as a substance intrinsically coupled to motor function, its central role in reinforcement should not be disregarded. Dopamine deficiency not only causes disturbances of posture and gait, but also have profound effects on motivational states of individuals, as the high comorbidity rates with depression and anhedonia in later stages of the disease indicates (Chen, 2004; Nanhoe-Mahabier et al., 2009). Nevertheless, motor dysfunction is at the core of the disease which additional symptoms confirms, as the same population of patient regularly display debilitating tremors of the extremities in the passive state (Baumann, 2012). These resting tremors express themselves as low frequency oscillating jerks most visible in the dominant arm, intensifying with progression of the disease. Furthermore, for the majority of patients the golden treatment standard with dopamine supplementing therapy cause debilitating involuntary movements within years from the time of diagnosis (Schrag and Quinn, 2000; Fabbrini et al., 2007). How these phenomena can be explained by the loss or addition of a simple neurotransmitter is to date largely unknown.
Predicting the unpredictable

The classical rate model has had strong explanatory power, in for example how hypokinetic symptoms may develop from a lack of dopamine via effects on the direct and indirect pathway, producing a reduction of thalamic output due to reduced GPe (and henceforth increased GPi) output. In fact, this has been confirmed by multiple experiments over the years (Dostrovsky and Bergmann, 2004; Fuentes et al., 2010; etc). Other corroborating findings are that select optogenetic stimulation of DR1-expressing neurons actually produces hyperactivity in the intact and rescues cardinals symptoms in the parkinsonistic animal (Kravitz et al., 2010), as expected from such a layout. Hyperactivity disorders and involuntary movements could also be explained by altered thalamocortical output, caused for example by excess dopamine, where the indirect pathway would be supressed by the supplied dopamine while facilitating the direct. Even in endogenous disorders such as dystonia such alterations have been reported (Chiken et al., 2008). In spite of these strengthening indications, the classical model has been deemed incomplete. Firstly, it relies on a straightforward and dichotomous action of dopamine at its receptors, which has been refuted (Surmeier et al., 1992; Seamans and Yang, 2004). Secondly, it fails to explain why lesions to the GPi does not cause the motor hyperactivity that such a layout would predict (Inase et al., 1996; Desmurget and Turner, 2008). On the contrary, pallidotomy in parkinsonistic patients suffering from debilitating involuntary movements induced by levodopa has been shown to reduce these (Baron et al., 1996). Thirdly, the rate model neither addresses tremors nor the muscular rigidity symptoms that most parkinsonian patients experience. Lastly, the role of dopamine in the remaining basal ganglia nuclei is not accounted for (Smith and Villalba, 2008). Subsequent explanations have tried reconciling the differences by other means.

Oscillations

From the understanding of the emergent functions of multicomponent systems, more abstracted features than direct neuron to neuron interactions are currently being investigated in relation to normal and disease phenomena. Groups of neurons together exert changes in the surrounding electrical field, known as the local field potential (LFP). Similarly to the EEG-signal, field alterations caused by the collective actions of neurons synchronize large amounts of neighbouring cells producing fluctuations in the extracellularly measured voltage. Whether just a conveniently measured epiphenomenon of classical firing or not, field oscillations has been convincingly correlated to a plethora of functions (Buszaki, 2006), and has the benefit of measuring the collective action of thousands of cells with high spatiotemporal resolution (Mitzdorf, 1985; Logothetis et al., 2001). Coherent fluctuations of given rhythmicity, i.e in particular frequency bands, act as communication channels for functional binding between separate parts of the brain (Fujisawa and Buzsáki, 2011). As normal function rely on correct control of such information channels, both the lack and the excess of oscillatory components in
the LFP of various brain regions have been associated with diseases (Llinás et al., 1999; Brown, 2003; Costa et al., 2006). The basal ganglia layout with mutli-directional connections controlling the inhibitory/excitatory balance over large areas in the brain could be particularly prone to oscillate (Brown et al., 2001; Dostrovsky and Bergmann, 2004). In line with this, it has been suggested that different oscillations in the basal ganglia circuitry might contribute, or even be causally linked to pathological motor symptoms like akinesia and tremors (Deuschl et al., 2000; Richter et al., 2013). Excessive oscillations in the beta-range (15-35 Hz) in striatum and other parts of the circuit during passive states are indeed descriptive for the akinetic periods of Parkinson’s, and has been proposed as a biomarker for inactivity in both health and disease (Berke et al., 2004; Kühn et al., 2009; Quiroga-Varela et al., 2013; Toledo et al., 2014). Aberrations in low-frequencies, in the theta range (4-10 Hz) have also been implicated in disease states (Alonso-Frech et al., 2006), as have higher gamma (>35 Hz) bands (Staba and Bragin, 2011). The link between oscillations on tremors, on the other hand, has not been as convincingly demonstrated, though speculations of common resonance frequencies in neural networks and behavior have been plentiful (Levy et al., 2000; Raz et al., 2001; Quiroga-Varela et al., 2013). Despite intensified research, important questions of how oscillations in cortico-basal ganglia circuits contribute to the executions of movements in health and disease remain (Nambu, 2008; Mathai and Smith, 2011). Many will require combinations of techniques to be answered, and collecting broad-band information from the full circuit will be favorable.

Treatment effects and adverse reactions

Alongside symptom reduction, excessive beta oscillations associated with parkinsonism are readily alleviated with the gold-standard medication for the disease – levodopa (Brown et al., 2001). Levodopa is the immediate precursor of dopamine in the synthesis chain, and is selectively converted to dopamine by neurons expressing the converting enzymes DOPA and aromatic amino-acid decarboxylase. As expected, many of these are dopaminergic neurons but with their successive degeneration the therapeutic window narrows and other systems become involved in DA transmission. Both norepinephrinergic and serotonergic cells have the capability of synthesizing monoamines from amino-acid precursors, and have been widely recognized in the pathology (Hökfelt et al., 1984; Tanaka et al., 1999). Upon delivery of levodopa, plasma and intracerebral concentrations rise and supplement the system (Carta et al., 2006), but with progression of the disease it becomes progressively harder to maintain stable effects without eliciting side effects. Peaks in drug concentrations lead to involuntary excessive movements, referred to as levodopa-induced-dyskinesia (LIDs), which are greatly incapacitating for the affected individual (Weiss et al., 1971; Dodel et al., 2001). The corresponding molecular alterations are multifaceted, but primarily relate to upregulation of dopamine’s postsynaptic effects that is caused by compensatory cell changes in response to the dopamine deprivation (Cenci and Konradi, 2010; Francardo and Cenci, 2014). This has been extensively studied in the striatum, but could potentially extrapolate to other sites of action as
well. Another influential theory emphasizes the serotonergic system as a key culprit; upon levodopa administration, serotonergic terminals take up the drug and converts it to dopamine, colocalizing it with serotonin in the vesicles. When a signal calls for drive of serotonergic output, dopamine get flushed to the system without regulatory control (Carta et al., 2007). Serotonergic terminals do not express presynaptic dopamine autoreceptors, rendering serotonin, with reduced content per vesicle, determinant of the release of dopamine. This unsupervised release has been causally linked to LIDs - presynaptic stimulation of serotonergic autoreceptors has effectively reduced dyskinesia in both animal as well as humans (Kleedorfer et al., 1991; Muñoz et al., 2008; Rylander et al., 2010; Svenningsson et al., 2015).

For the cardinal symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, many molecular abnormalities in the BG have electrophysiological counterparts, but if and how other parts of the brain could relate to these symptoms has been largely overshadowed by the direct focus on the basal ganglia network. In the late 1990’s, a clinical study measuring regional blood flow was among the first to find that precentral cortical regions appeared overactive in the dyskinetic state, rising the potential for structures outside of the basal ganglia to be considered in the pathology (Rascol et al., 1998). Since then, these results have been corroborated by animal studies, having found direct neurohistochemical alterations in primary motor areas during dyskinesia (Ostock et al., 2011). If indeed cortex is involved in the expression of LIDs, finding an electrophysiological marker of this disease state could prove highly beneficial. Such a signal could be directly utilized in future studies if sufficiently strong and robust, but could also serve as a biomarker and constitute a new drug target for the disease.

Future treatments

Needless to say, major needs for treatments against these and other diseases affecting the brain remains. Unfortunately, drug development for diseases affecting the central nervous system has consistently declined over the last couple of decades (DiMasi et al., 2010), having resulted in drastic increases in development costs. Reasons are plenty but can be reduced to three primary factors: firstly, drug delivery across the blood-brain barrier constitutes a CNS-unique consideration for the bioavailability of the chemical entity, putting constraints on the chemical development. Secondly, drugs delivered to the target via the bloodstream often trigger side-effects due to the non-specific action at other sites in the homogenous target tissues, which can render otherwise effective treatments unviable. Thirdly, the understanding of the physiological processes underlying health that are affected in disease is incomplete, making interpretation of drug effects difficult. As one of the founders of modern day drug discovery puts it “If it were simple to ascertain the properties required to develop a lead discovered in vitro to one that is active in vivo, drug discovery would be as reliable as drug manufacturing” (Lipinski and Hopkins, 2004). A mixture of techniques, combining the in vitro and in vivo setup will expectedly be required to attain the answers needed for future advancement.
Animal models

There are many examples of experiments better suited for ex vivo studies, but with the many unknowns of the in vivo setup that to date cannot be modelled solely by analysis of the tissue, the drug development process are still in need of the empirical knowledge gained from the in vivo setup. Animal models are thus required to study diseases, but so is awareness of their limitations. Animal models have been chosen to replicate certain disease relevant features and behavioral measures are applied in assessment of the disease. The interpretation of animal behavior is often based on standardized scoring of motor activity, which is motivated for diseases affecting the motor apparatus, but can be problematic for diseases with covert symptomatology, e.g. psychiatric conditions (Nestler and Hyman, 2010). Thus motor diseases can often be reliably modeled and the rat model of levodopa-induced dyskinesia is one example of such (Cenci et al., 2002). In this model, the medial forebrain bundle, containing the axons that supply most of the endbrain with dopamine (Uhl et al., 1985; Björklund and Dunnett, 2007), is severed by injection of a dopamine analogue with neurotoxic properties (Ungerstedt, 1968). Abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs) are elicited by resupply of dopamine to the system and is evaluated by standardized scales, measuring their prevalence (Lundblad et al., 2002; Cenci and Lundblad, 2007). To date, this is one of the mostly applied methods of evaluating dyskinesia, for good reasons. The scale is standardized and well evaluated, easy to apply and well adapted to the symptoms displayed by the animal, which are also similar to the human counterpart. For drugs that theoretically can (and often do) affect any system within the brain however, general effects can be difficult to evaluate without taking other behaviors into account. A given treatment could by virtue of reduction of AIM-values and a dynamic dose-response be interpreted as a good candidate drug if merely based on the dyskinetic symptoms, even though other symptoms outside the measured dimension could arise. This potential issue generalize to rating scales of many diseases, for understandable reasons: assessing diverse drug effects with a scale that is primarily adapted for measuring severity of a predefined set of symptoms risks losing important aspects of the treatment. Indeed, surrogate endpoints are most informative when described holistically, which was recently demonstrated in the dyskinesia field when comparing multiple behavioral assessments scales in the human (Goetz et al., 2013). It was there established that the UDysRS, which was the scale utilizing the highest number of effect-dimensions, was superior in demonstrating effects in dyskinetic patients treated with the only drug currently approved for the treatment of levodopa-induced dyskinesia.

Biomarkers

Finding more dynamic and objective correlates of disease and effects would therefore be preferable and endogenous signals are good examples of such. In the field of medicine, wet biomarkers have for long been central for interpreting effects of treatment, ranging from CRP in blood for general infections to troponin in the spinal fluid for stroke. Examples of dry
biomarkers also exist. In epilepsy for example, the disease state is described as an excessive neuronal synchrony that cause oscillations in the field potential that can be measured with electrophysiological techniques such as the EEG from the scalp (Staba and Bragin, 2011). Although the mechanism for the generation of these vary and/or are not entirely known, impeding this hypersynchronous state correlates strongly with symptom reduction. Nevertheless, stopping the epileptic oscillations does not necessarily warrant a successful treatment, since additional effects also could be induced. It would therefore be of value to also have correlates of desired outcome, i.e. a marker of normal behavior that could be matched to the effects of a drug in addition to the ablation of the biomarker of disease symptoms. In this way, drug effects could be evaluated on dual grounds. Firstly, by reduction of symptoms or other surrogate endpoints, and secondly by the induction of normal behavior or surrogate measures of it; two not necessarily overlapping measurements. A system utilizing these different dimensions together would fulfill crucial needs for CNS drug development and would presumably help shorten the path from the laboratory to the clinic for a drug under development.
Aims

I. To develop an automated system for high resolution behavioral tracking of motor components in neurophysiological research.

II. To assess the role of the corticostriatal network during Parkinsonism and levodopa-induced dyskinesia.

III. To construct an electrode enabling adaptable targeting of multiple brain areas for electrophysiological recordings in freely behaving animals.

IV. To develop a method to utilize large scale neuronal signals as biomarkers for internal states correlated to health and disease.
Material & Methods
Material and methods

Confer original articles (appendix) for detailed description of individual studies.

Adult Female Sprague-Dawley rats were used in all experiments. Animals were kept in a 12-h light-cycle and received food and water ad libitum, except for in (I), where food deprivation 22h before each experiment was applied. Approval for the experiments was obtained in advance from the Malmö/Lund ethical committee on animal experiments.

Experimental techniques

6-Hydroxydopamine lesions (II, III, IV)

Rats were anesthetized with Fentanyl/Medetomidine (0.3/0.3 mg/kg, i.p.) and stereotaxically fixated with the cranium positioned horizontally. Each lesion entailed two injections of 6-hydroxydopamine hydrochloride (3.0 μg/μl free base) in 0.02% ascorbate saline solution into the medial forebrain bundle of the right hemisphere at the following sites in relation to bregma and the cortical surface: Injection coordinate 1 (2.5 μl): tooth bar (TB): -2.4 (mm), anteroposterior (AP): -4.4, mediolateral (ML): +1.2, and dorsoventral (DV): -7.8. Injection coordinate 2 (2.0 μl): TB: +3.4, AP: -4.0, ML: +0.8, DV: -8.0. Animals were left to recover for 1 week, while symptoms appeared. After 1 week, daily levodopa injections (10 mg/kg) were made to prime dyskinesia. Motor impairments such as asymmetric gait and posture as well as reduced forelimb dexterity appeared within 2 weeks after lesioning. Only animals with manifest dyskinesia at a levodopa dose below 15 mg/kg 2 weeks after lesioning were included in the study.

Electrodes (I, II, III, IV)

33 μm insulated tungsten wires were arranged into arrays with 250 μm spacing between wires, targeting either only the corticostriatal (I, II) or the cortico-basal ganglia circuit (III, IV). Each array consisted of a suitable number of recording channels depending on target size (range 5-16) and at least one reference channel per structure. Individual wires were cut to a length corresponding to the specific recording site, with a 45 degree angle to optimize surface area. Reference wires were cut slightly shorter and were deinsulated at the tip, placing them in cell sparse areas adjacent to the recording site. The wires were attached to electrical connectors with conducting epoxy, and linked to the acquisition device via custom made adapters. Ca 4 screws were attached to the skull of each animal for attachment of the electrode with dental cement to the skull. 200 μm silver wires were connected to the electrode and the skull screws to electrically ground the animal.
**Electrode Implantation Surgery (I, II, III, IV)**

Electrodes were sedated with Fentanyl/Medetomidine (0.3/0.3 mg/kg, i.p.). Animals from all experiments were implanted with electrodes in the forelimb area of the primary motor cortex (AP: +1.5, ML: ±2.8, DV: −1.0) and corresponding areas of the dorsolateral striatum, (AP: +0.2, ML: ±3.8, DV: −4) in both hemispheres. In study III & IV, the following structures were also targeted: Rostral Forelimb area (AP: +3.75, ML: ±2.0, DV: -1); Dorsomedial striatum (AP: +0.2, ML: ±2.8, DV: -4); Globus pallidus (AP: -1.0, ML: ±3, DV: -6.5); Ventrolateral/Ventroanterior nuclei of thalamus (AP: -2.6, ML: ±1.75, DV: -6.5); Subthalamic nucleus (AP: -3.5, ML: ±2.3, DV: -7.5-8.2); Substantia nigra pars reticulata (AP: -5.4, ML: ±2.4, DV: -8.2).

Tested drugs were administered intraperitoneally except for in animals receiving pharmacological intervention in study II, where a microdialysis cannula was implanted around 1.5 mm in front of the motor cortex of the lesioned hemisphere to allow for topical administration of drugs. The dura was locally removed and the tip of the cannula was placed superficial to the cortical surface, assuring that the injected volume would spread to the recorded area. Implants were fixated with acrylic cement attached to the screws in the skull. The anesthesia was reversed (Atipamezole hydrochloride, 5 mg/kg, i.p.) and postoperative analgesic was administrated after the surgery (Buprenorphine, 0.5 mg/kg, s.c.). All animals were left for one week to recover after implantation before experiments were initiated.

**Experimental setup**

Study I:

The reaching apparatus consisted of a transparent 45×15×35 cm (l/w/h) Plexiglas cage with an aperture at the middle the short side 40 mm above the ground. A 30 mm deep shelf was placed outside the aperture for the placement of food pellets, with three indentations 15 mm from the edge of the aperture. The middle indentation was positioned in front and the other two pockets 6.5 mm laterally on each side of the middle. By this configuration the rat was only able to acquire pellets with the forelimb contralateral to the lateral pockets (see Whishaw and Pellis, 1990 for details). The rat was placed in the reaching box setup to reach through the aperture for small pellet rewards. A trial ended upon successful acquisition of the pellet by one or more attempts, or if the pellet was moved from its position in the indentation, in which case it was removed by the operator. The rat returned to the opposite end of the cage before presented with another food pellet, requiring the animal to reposition before each trial. At certain trials the food was withheld so that the rat was forced to identify the presence and location of a pellet prior to reaching, increasing the accuracy of each reach.
Study II, III & IV:

Animals were placed in a 250 mm diameter transparent cylinder as their behavior was recorded with a digital camera triggered via an TTL pulse generator. The paradigm was as such: A 30 min baseline period was recorded after which the rat was injected with levodopa and benzerazide. Within 10 to 20 min the animals had manifest dyskinesia, which reached peak severity around 1 h later and recordings continued until the dyskinesia diminished (around 2 h post levodopa injection). In study II, either a dopamine receptor type 1 antagonist or vehicle (saline) was injected through the implanted guide cannula to the cortex at 60 min post-levodopa injection (peak dyskinesia), using a Hamilton syringe. Recordings continued for 60 min after topical injections. In study IV, amantadine, levetiracetam, diazepam and 8-OHDPAT and its antagonist WAY-100,635, were injected i.p. at a time chosen to have effect during the time point of peak dyskinesia.

**Dyskinesia scoring (II, IV)**

Scoring of dyskinesia was done according to standard off-line scoring methods of abnormal involuntary movements (AIMs; Cenci and Lundblad, 2007). Orolingual, forelimb, and axial dyskinesia were scored on a scale ranging from 0-3 with respect to dyskinesia severity, for monitoring periods of 1 minute every 5 minutes. In addition, rotational behavior was also scored in the same manner, as it is correlated with general dyskinetic symptoms in this model (Breger et al., 2013). In the scoring, zero equals no dyskinesia and three equals continuous dyskinesia. The different AIMs were then added together to produce a “total AIM value” for each scored time point, which indicated the overall severity of the dyskinesia at any given time (Figs. 6 & 8B).

**Tissue preparation and TH staining (II)**

Rats were given a sufficient dose of levodopa and benzerazide to elicit robust dyskinesia before perfusion. At the time of peak dyskinesia, rats were injected with a lethal dose of pentobarbital and were perfused with saline, followed by cold PFA. After fixation, brains were explanted and fixated in PFA overnight and transferred to a 4°C sucrose solution in PBS for cryoprotection after which they were sectioned in coronal sections of 30 m thickness. Sections were stored in anti-freeze solution at -20°C until staining was done. Lesion levels were estimated by TH-IHC. Briefly, sections were washed in potassium PBS to rinse the antifreeze. Sections were then quenched in H2O2 and MetOH in KPBS. Subsequently, the sections were incubated in normal goat serum (NGS) in KPBS with Triton X-100 (KPBST), followed by incubation with primary anti rabbit anti-TH at 4°C overnight. Next day, sections were rinsed and incubated with the biotinylated goat anti-rabbit diluted in NGS and KPBST. Thereafter, the sections were incubated at room temperature for 1 h in avidin-biotin-peroxidase solution. The antibody binding was detected by using 3,3-diaminobenzidine and H2O2. For TH quantification, photos of the individual sections mounted on a Kaiser slimlite light box were
taken with a digital camera under similar illumination levels. The optical density of TH-immunoreactivity was calculated using the NIH ImageJ program according to standard methods at the two AP-levels (-0.2 mm and +1.5 mm). For whole section TH-quantification the optical density of the cortex was used as an estimate for background level TH staining and was subtracted before calculations of side differences, given as percentage of TH of the intact side.

**c-Fos and D1R staining (II)**

Immunofluorescence for c-fos and D1R was done in accordance with previous protocols. Sections were rinsed in PBS washed twice with Tris buffer. They were then incubated in NGS in PBS with Triton–X (PBS-T) for 1 h. Following overnight incubation at room temperature with either rabbit polyclonal antibody (c-fos) or rabbit polyclonal antibody (D1R), antibodies were detected by Alexa Fluor 594 goat-anti-rabbit. c-fos-positive cell counts and D1R-density was estimated by confocal laser scanning microscopy of the fluorescent sections. The analysis was limited to the sections along the implanted sites and identical acquisition settings were used for both hemispheres without post acquisition adjustment differences between sides. Images were made bichromatic before quantification. The analyst was blinded to which hemisphere samples were taken from, and quantified samples through manual thresholding of fluorescence intensity. The number of cells showing fluorescence above the threshold levels was counted for c-fos, whereas for D1R the number of pixels were used as readout.

**Acquisition of electrophysiological signals**

Extracellular signals were acquired and digitized at 32 kHz using a multichannel recording system with adapted software (Neuralynx/Cheetah). Threshold for storage of spiking events was set to three standard deviations of the raw signal. LFPs digitization was sub sampled to 1017 Hz. The cables were attached to a multi-channel commutator to allow the animal to move freely in the experimental environment as LFPs and unit activity were recorded. Action potentials were bandpass filtered between 600 and 9000 Hz (I, II, IV) and local field potentials between 0.1 and 300 Hz (II, III, IV) and stored for post hoc analyses.

**Analytical measures**

**Spike sorting (I, II, IV)**

Recorded waveforms were sorted manually offline. Features used for clustering were valley and peak amplitude or the first three principal components of the waveform vectors. After sorting, units were classified as single- or multi units based on violations of the inter spike interval threshold, set to 1.6 ms, approximating the refractory period of a generic neuron. If less than 0.1 % of the spikes of a cluster violated the threshold the cluster was classified as single unit (SU), otherwise as a multiunit.
**Cell classification (I, II, IV)**

Based on waveform features (valley & peak width and peak-to-valley time), SUs from striatum and motor cortex could be classified into either of two cell types per structure. The widths were defined as the width at half of the maximum amplitude. Cortical units were classified as either pyramidal cells (PC) or interneurons (INc). Striatal units were classified as either medium spiny neurons (MSN) or interneurons (INs). SUs with a probability of membership <0.75 were labelled as unclassified if the probability of membership to a class was less than 0.75 by fuzzy k-means clustering.

**Firing rate modulation (II, IV)**

Firing rates estimated with 10 s bins were evaluated by comparing rates during dyskinesia with rates during the baseline condition. Periods with rates <0.1 Hz (in 1 min windows) were excluded from the analysis. The firing rate distribution of the baseline was compared with the dyskinetic distribution and was deemed significantly modulated when $p < 0.05$ (Mann–Whitney U test). Differences in the amount of modulated cells between the intact and lesioned hemispheres were then tested with a two proportion z-test (with a significance level of $p < 0.05$).

**Time-frequency analysis of LFP power (II, III, IV)**

For an experiment recording LFPs, a spectrogram calculated in 8 second bins with a Hann window with 50% overlap using Welch’s method, was estimated using custom written code in Matlab (MathWorks) (see Fig 6 for example input traces from individual electrodes). To detect and reject artefacts, a flatness criteria of the thresholded median variance over a 0.1 s window was used. Powerline noise components (50 and 100 Hz) were removed from the PSDs using a notch filter. Spectrograms from all functional electrodes within a structure were averaged to generate one mean spectrogram for each structure. Time-averaged power spectral densities (PSD) for different experimental periods were obtained from these spectrograms and each PSD time series was averaged over a certain frequency band to obtain the average power of that band for a given set of experiments. By normalizing the PSD time series to the estimated mean power of the pink noise background from the same experiment, high-resolution time-frequency plots of spectrograms could be shown (indicated by the unit dB pink, e.g. Fig 6). The resulting spectrograms were smoothed along the frequency and time axes with an eight- and three-point moving average, respectively, giving a resolution of ~0.12 Hz and 16 s.

**Pink noise estimation (II, IV)**

The noise background was estimated separately for each channel and each 8-s window. The pink noise like background signal was assigned to the power of the frequency bands where the PSD followed a $1/f$-like trend, in order to better identify oscillations in certain part of the frequency spectrum. When the complexity of the data prohibited manual picking of enough
frequency bands with pure pink noise to get unbiased estimates of the noise background we instead divided the frequency axis (1 - 200 Hz) into 20 logarithmical bands (1-1.3, 1.3-1.7, etc) and automatically fitted the pink noise power curve using the median power of each band. Deviations from the pink noise floor could then be described in terms of the dimensionless unit dBpink. Finally, for each individual LFP time series, average spectrograms were calculated for each structure, based on the normalized spectrograms (e.g. Fig 6). In order to obtain spectra for different states, the obtained spectrograms were averaged over the period of each behaviorally classified state.

Creating systems level neurophysiological states (IV)

In order to create a neurophysiological state description from the global recordings we condensed the multidimensional data to capture the main variance in a reduced set of dimensions. For details, see results section.

Quantification and classification of state separability (IV)

To visualize the separation between states in terms of classification performance dimensionality of the data was first reduced using principal component analysis (PCA). PCA performs a rotation of the high-dimensional coordinate system such that the variables in the new coordinate system are uncorrelated. The first variable in the system is the first principal component (PC1), and captures the most variance of the dataset, PC2 captures the second-most variance in an orthogonal dimension to the first, and so forth for the subsequent PCs. A representation of the dataset in the two-dimensional plane for these two components would automatically create the plane in which the data is most spread out, visualizing the high-dimensional data in a way allowing for convenient identification of clusters. To quantify the separation between states a Gaussian mixture model was fitted to the data after the dimensionality reduction, with the number experimental conditions (e.g. control, control+levodopa, PD and Dyskinesia) setting the number of Gaussian components. Starting conditions (means, covariances and mixing proportions) for the optimization were calculated by assigning samples to one Gaussian component from each experimental condition. The separability of states within the model could be estimated by assigning each sample to the Gaussian component with the largest posterior probability and calculating the amount of correct classifications. Chance level corresponds to \( p = 1/3 \) for classification between the 3 different states (Control, PD, Dys), and 1/8 when the five drug induced states were also included. Classification performance generally improved with more principal components. Only the first 30 principal components (capturing >99% of the variance in the data) were used in classification performance quantifications. In additional tests, the data of each possible state pair was projected onto a line projected through the means of their distributions creating two sets distributed in 1D, that were tested with a standard frequentist test corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni), with a significance level of \( p < 0.05 \).
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Results and motivations

Study I
“On the analysis of movement in neurophysiological research”

Defining the behavioral paradigm

To enable detailed study of the neurophysiological principles behind motor behavior we sought to develop a tracking-system with high spatial and temporal resolution output, to correlate with the very local, millisecond scale measurements acquired from the neuronal recordings. To be able to test, and show the potential benefit of such system we required a complex yet practical behavioral model. Practicality would be met by being able to use the well-studied and inexpensive rodent as a model. In addition, the behavior would be complex, i.e. consist of multiple variables to relate to the neural signals. Though potentially making interpretations more difficult, it is generally the case that the more variables a correlation is derived from and validated against, the stronger the hypothetical link. Additionally, the analyzed behavior should a long enough duration to allow for integration of neural signals over reasonable time scales is; if not per trial, then at least when pooling a reasonable amount of trials. Still, as many everyday movements occur in high speed, the velocity of the movement also would have to be considerable. Although small movements with little complexity are desirable because of their reliable repeatability, we would need to utilize the maximum amount of space for a given movement to be able to link the two parameters of speed and duration. Hence the distance of the movement should be taken into account.

The reaching setup

The reaching and grasping behavior employed by the most plantigrade animals with volitional control over their limbs, fulfills most of the abovementioned needs. Having a sufficient size for the electrodes and a relatively fast learning ability in motor tasks, the rat was the animal of choice. The neural areas recorded from were chosen based on the literature, having shown involvement of both dorsolateral striatum and primary motor cortex in goal directed reaching in other animals (Fetz and Finocchio, 1975; Nicolelis et al., 2003; Wächter et al., 2010). Reaching in this animal has been characterized extensively with regard to the behavior (Whishaw and Pellis, 1990), which is beneficial for electrophysiological relations to the behavior. In short, the behavior entails the animal making a directed limb movement in space, grasping a food pellet and then retracting the limb to the starting point to consume the food reward, highly relatable
to the human equivalent of reach and grasp (Klein et al., 2012). In detail, the behavior is characterized as multi-componential in that the lift off, advancement and alignment of the paw and subsequent grasping of reward and retraction of the limb, are all uninterruptedly executed as one and display relatively minor variability (Whishaw et al., 2008). Following a one week learning course the animal approached asymptotic levels (measured by rate of successful trials). At that point the animal swiftly approached the front part of the box, aligned its body, identified the presence of the reward, stretched out the dominant paw through a slit to the outside of the box, grasped the reward from a shelf and retracted the paw again, a process that on average takes less than 300 ms. Having multiple indentations in the outside shelf, adaptable positioning of the pellet with respect to paw dominance, distance and other variables were possible to adjust accordingly. The behavioral setup was chosen so that the behavior could be recorded with at least two externally placed cameras to track the behavior, synchronized to the neuronal recordings with an external pulse generator. In order to be able to fully describe the kinematics of the movement, knowledge about the position of the individual joints of the paw and arm was key. To attain such a description of the movement we aimed to construct an in-silico model of the paw using multiple parameters chosen based on the underlying anatomy. The ambition was to be able to automatically estimate the location and position of the rat paw in three dimensions from the attained camera recordings. Therefore, the 2D images attained from the two cameras were supplemented by placement of 3 mirrors surrounding the movement space, creating a total of six complementary projections that captured variations along all spatial dimensions. To ensure maximal fidelity, 200 frames per second were recorded from each camera, generating a total of 1200 complementary projection views of the movement per second, corresponding to six every fifth millisecond.

**The paw model**

The paw model was comprised of thirteen elements, of which one represented the palm and the other 12 represented the phalanges, with each digit having three elements (the minor rodent equivalent of a thumb was not included). Each element was a virtual ellipsoid joined to the adjacent element(s), corresponding to bodily bones and joints (Fig 3). The model thereby had a total of 19 DoFs together defining the movements of the paw. Paw pose estimation was done by adjusting the orientation of the individual elements around the axes of adjacent joints, and projecting the combined pose onto the respective image planes of the complementary images. The model pose producing the smallest matching quality error between the projection of the model and the images, based on two different quality measures, was chosen for each set of images corresponding to a given point in time. The process was then iterated for each set of images during a trial, producing a trajectory describing the relation of all parameters with high spatial and temporal resolution. The two quality measures were silhouette and edge matching, where the silhouette measured how well an image silhouette was described by the model pose, and the edge measured how well the image edges were described. The individual image quality
values per set were averaged to produce a composite value for each quality measure, and the product of the two measures that generated the smallest error was chosen as the optimal pose for each image set. The pose estimation was done in the following manner: A first pose was chosen from a database with commonly encountered poses. Following poses derived from the preceding pose. The calculation was reduced by generating a flexion/extension interval over 2 joints at a time for one digit at a time. For each generated hypothesis, the fraction of the three bone elements overlapping with what is classified as the paw in the images was calculated. If the value was below a chosen threshold, the hypothesis was discarded. For the non-discarded hypotheses, silhouette and edge images were generated for the digit from the 3D model. Each silhouette and edge image was evaluated based how much of these that were corresponding to the silhouette and edge from the image(s) of the rat’s paw, the X best hypotheses were saved. The process was repeated for each digit and iterated until the total matching quality did not improve, where the best combination was chosen as the result.

Figure 3. Paw pose estimation principle. The rat in silico paw model is outlined to the left in the illustration. 2D projections of the 3D forepaw model are fitted to the six different image planes (two example planes shown in figure). The pose is inferred based on the matching quality between edges and surfaces of the projections to the different planes. Coloured silhouettes in the image planes indicate calculated projections from the model.
To get an estimation of the reliability of a pose estimation, ground truth information is required which is not available in the freely behaving animal. Instead, we used a rat forepaw with fixed joint angles. A high resolution visual hull of the paw was calculated separately from a large number photos from different angles. The fixated paw was then maneuvered in as realistic a trajectory as possible over the same setup as the rat was performing, recorded and processed according to the description above. By manual fitting of the 3D model to the visual hull, the calculated deviation was on average only \(2.4 \pm 2.4\%\) compared to the reference pose of the full movement range for each joint, which corresponded to the 5 pixels in the camera resolution, which in Cartesian metrics was in the order of \(0.29 \pm 0.22\) mm. The automated system was deemed adequate and was utilized in an example set of experiments to estimate its practicality.

**Components of the behavior**

In compliance with earlier movements classifications (Tresch et al., 1999), the reach and grasp movement has been proposed to be made up of distinct subcomponents: (1) Advancement, (2) Arpeggio, (3) Grasping and (4) Retraction. In an attempt to study if these subcomponents of the compound movement has a neuronal correlate in our recorded circuit, we averaged the 19 DoF parameter differences between start- and endpoint for each of these components. This generated four (19-dimensional) movement vectors corresponding to the joint movements of each phase. With retraction considered as negative advancement, a description of the full reaching and grasping movement by three vectors was made possible that could be visualized in a 3D-plot and related to the simultaneously recorded neuronal dataset.

**Neuronal coding of motor components**

As individual trials differed slightly with regards to the expression of the movement, each motor component actuation was normalized to its full distance and expressed as a fraction of the full move, to be comparable with other components of the same type. Within an interval of \(-500\) to \(200\) ms from the reference point in time where the paw was maximally extended, \(35\%\) of the 83 recorded single units were task related. For this set, we wanted to search for modulation in relation to the actuation of each component and thus divided the trials of each motor components into three equally large groups, based on the maximum value of each component before normalization. A specific trial could e.g. consist of an advancement that was classified into the “low”, an arpeggio in the “high” group and a grasp in the “middle” group. For all reaches and single units, we found that 11%, 13% and 10% of the SUs were significantly modulated in relation to these components, respectively, as demonstrated by the example cells in Fig 4. This demonstrated that the developed system neatly allows for the correlation of kinematic sub-components of movement to neuronal recordings, to be utilized in future studies on how these circuits properly encode motor commands.
Figure 4. Neuronal encoding of motor components. Left column shows waveforms and autocorrelograms for each neuron. Middle column shows reach attempts sorted on the maximum value for its component during reaches. Red, purple and blue lines are equally sized groups of the maximal, intermediate and minimal executions of their corresponding component, respectively. Examples are shown for each component from top to bottom; Advance, Arpeggio and Grasp. Standardized peri-event firing rates and raster plots aligned to time point of maximum paw extension of individual trials for each group and averaged over all attempts in each group is shown in the rightmost column. Significant (p < 0.05) difference in firing rates between any of the three groups is indicated by the green marks in the top of each plot.
Study II

“On the Corticostriatal network during PD and levodopa-induced dyskinesia.”

Rationale

The established role of the cortex’s and basal ganglia’s in motor aspects of both health and disease invites for studying it’s involvement in Parkinson’s disease and related disorders (de Carvalho et al., 2014). To this end, we implanted custom made electrode arrays targeting the primary motor cortex and connected regions of the dorsolateral striatum, we were interested in investigating the potential neurophysiological mechanisms related to the disorder. In the most widely used model (Cenci et al., 2002; Nadjar et al., 2009), rodents are unilaterally lesioned in the medial forebrain bundle with the neurotoxin 6-hydroxidopamine, eliminating large parts of the dopaminergic cell populations in the SNc and VTA that supply large parts of the forebrain with dopamine (Björklund and Dunnett, 2007).

Experimental layout

After lesions, Parkinsonistic symptoms appeared gradually during a week, with animals showing motor impairments including asymmetric posture and gait as well as reduced dexterity in the forelimb contralateral to the lesion. Levodopa priming commenced one week after the lesion and the animals with dyskinetic symptoms upon levodopa challenge within one week were implanted with electrodes. Experiments begun one week after electrode implantation (Fig 5, top). Hemi-parkinsonistic rats were recorded for a 30 min baseline period, after which a moderately high dose of levodopa (and a peripheral DA-converting enzyme blocker) was injected intraperitoneally to elicit dyskinesia. The following period entails absorption of the drug to the circulatory system and distribution to peripheral tissues, after which the dopamine-precursor is taken up centrally to be converted to the active neurotransmitter dopamine, leading to a 10-20 minute delay from the injection before the rat displayed symptoms of dyskinesia. Symptoms of dyskinesia included abnormal involuntary orolingual, forelimb, and axial movements. In addition, as a consequence of the hemilesion, animals also display contraversive rotations. Although perhaps not translatable to the human, rotations have been shown to correlate well with the other types of uncontrolled movements, motivating their monitoring. Furthermore, the hemilesion approach has the benefit of allowing the non-lesioned hemisphere to be used as an internal control for direct comparisons within the animal, effectively reducing group sizes. For the group of animals receiving additional pharmacological interventions, injections at the time of peak dyskinesia were made directly to the cortical surface using a cannula placed adjacently to the electrodes in the primary motor cortex. This prevented the drug to enter the systemic circulation, which makes the contributions of individual structures to the eventual effects difficult to discern. For all groups of animals, the experiments continued until dyskinesia stopped (Fig 5, bottom).
Figure 5. Experimental flow-chart. Top: animals were habituated for one week before MFB-hemileision and were one week later primed with levodopa for a week. Animals that were dyskinetic with a moderate dose of levodopa at 2 weeks post-lesion were implanted with electrodes. Bottom: Experiments included a 30 min baseline recording, after which a tittered dose of levodopa was injected to elicit dyskinesia. Upon uptake of the drug the animals became dyskinetic within ~15 minutes with intensity peaking at ~60 min. Abnormal involuntary movements were scored during the entire dyskinetic period. A drug was injected at 60 minutes for experiments involving pharmaceutical interventions and dyskinesia were evaluated until they ceased.

Local Field Potentials differences between hemispheres and states

Measurements during the untreated baseline period revealed characteristic LFP traces from both cortex and the striatum from the lesioned hemisphere. Example of a cortical trace is shown in Figure 6 (black traces). When calculating the relative power of the LFP in different frequency bands during the baseline period, an increase in the spectral power below 30 Hz was detected, a hallmark for Parkinson’s disease and inactive behavior (Hammond et al., 2007; Engel and Fries, 2010). When visually inspecting the traces, transient high-voltage spindles were found both during and outside of passive behavior, indicating these to be signatures of parkinsonism, corroborated by their absence after levodopa treatment. However, as the animals transitioned into the dyskinetic state, an even more noticeable change in the LFPs of the lesioned hemisphere
became evident (Fig 6, red traces). A strong, narrow-band oscillation around 80 Hz in the cortical electrodes appeared in relation to the dyskinetic symptoms and was co-expressed with these throughout the hourly long disease state. This was neither seen in the intact hemisphere of the same animals nor in non-dyskinetic animals treated with levodopa. Although at a much weaker power, this signal was also visible in the recording of the striatal electrodes during the dyskinetic state, perhaps expected considering the dense projections to striatum from the recorded areas of the cortex. The cortical oscillation was stable within and similar between recordings and animals (plateau value of fitted exponentials was 80.9 ± 2.7 Hz) and resulted in an increased coupling strength within cortical electrodes in the frequency band (82.5 ± 7.5 Hz) during periods of dyskinesia. In addition to the LFP single units (n = 462) were also recorded and analyzed in search for an explanation underlying the oscillatory phenomenon.
Neuronal firing patterns in the oscillatory state

Units were classified as pyramidal cells, medium spiny neurons and interneurons from cortex and striatum based on their spike-waveform shapes (Barthó et al., 2004). 72% of the recorded units show firing pattern changes during dyskinesia compared to baseline, but firing rate was not considered causative for the resonant state since alterations were similar between hemispheres. Because of the distributed nature of neuronal patterning, emergence of rhythmic firing could still exist on a population level independent of firing rate changes. We therefore next looked for evidence of neuronal entrainments to the LFP’s. Indeed, subgroups of similar size of both cortical and striatal principal cells and interneurons displayed entrainment to the 80 Hz signal, but with a fraction also entrained to lower frequencies during the baseline.

**Figure 6. Raw LFPs from two states.** Examples of traces from simultaneously recorded cortical field potentials in the intact (black) and lesioned (purple) hemispheres before (top) and after (bottom) levodopa administration.
conditions. Such cells with dual entrainment profiles were predominantly located in the cortex, suggesting that neurons in the lesioned motor cortex are prone to entrainment to the surrounding field in the dyskinetic rat.

Local dopamine 1 receptor antagonism

In search for explanatory cellular adaptations we found that tyrosine hydroxylase was markedly lower, but dopamine receptor 1 expression was unaltered in the lesioned hemisphere in both cortex and striatum, causing an imbalance between pre- and post-synaptic dopaminergic transmission. This was corroborated by an increase in immediate early gene expression upon levodopa challenge in the lesioned compared to the non-lesioned side. With post-synaptic D1Rs not being markedly different between sides, this opened up for the possibility that intracellular mechanisms downstream of the receptor, similar to striatal findings (Aubert et al., 2005), could be the reason behind the hyperexcitable network. To this end, we aimed to test whether D1R’s were a necessary component in maintaining the oscillations by delivering an antagonist directly to the cortical surface. At the time of peak dyskinesia, within minutes after administration of the D1R selective antagonist (SCH 23390), the oscillation was repressed. Interestingly, a parallel suppression of dyskinesia also developed, alluding to dysregulated dopamine signaling in the cortex as a potential source for the malfunction in dyskinetic state.

Homing in on the cause by zooming out on the circuit

In search for a cause of the symptoms, pilot experiments targeting neurotransmitter systems were launched to perturb the cortical oscillations, with varying effects. Before launching additional drug experiments we realized that important questions about how parts of the circuit are physiologically involved in the pathogenic state would remain unsolved with only a neurohistochemical approach. To understand the functional relation between the behavior and the neural code, functional connectivity within and between relevant structures would have to be taken into account. Therefore we first needed a way to attain a more comprehensive physiological view of the basal ganglia system.
Study III
“On the further development of large-scale electrophysiological recordings”

Expanding the measures

For this purpose we aimed to develop a new electrode for multi-structure parallel recordings in the rodent with several requirements taken into account. The size needed to be adapted for the rat skull but at the same time, a sufficient amount of recording channels and sites needed to be incorporated. Furthermore, the electrode should preferably be constructed as a single unit, to enable implantation in one single procedure. If each structure were to have a dedicated reference channel, which is optimizes differential measurements, a system with 16 references would allow for 8 structures to be targeted in each hemisphere. A system with that amount of references was available together with 128 recording channels, which was deemed sufficient for our needs – giving an average of 9 channels per structure (8 recording & 1 reference). To be able to target different brain structures we aimed for a flexible system utilizing a 3D-printed aligner with high adaptability for positioning of the electrode wires (Fig 7). This had fixed spacing in 3 dimensions for each template, but allowed for convenient adaptation to other targets when wanted. For the electrically conducting parts we chose a modular design with a Kyocera connector soldered onto a custom printed circuit board template, connected to the recording device via a Kyocera-to-omnetics custom made adaptor. With such an electrode, we would be able to target most structures of the basal ganglia network (Str, STN, GP, SNr, Th,) together with at least two cortical areas, simultaneously. However, as these structures differ considerably in size; striatum stretching over large dorsoventral & mediolateral dimensions but STN occupying only around a cubic millimeter of space, the number of electrodes per site also was made adaptable. With a spacing of 250 μm between electrode wires, the following setup was decided: 6 channels in the rostral forelimb area (a secondary cortical motor area with projections to the DMS), 8 channels in the primary motor cortex (with decending projections to e.g. DLS and spinal cord), 11 channels in dorsomedial and dorsolateral striatum, respectively, 12 channels in the globus pallidus, 9 channels in the ventroanterior/ventrolateral nuclei of thalamus, 6 channels in the subthalaramic nucleus and 9 channels in the reticular part of substantia nigra. With this setup, we were suitably equipped to record from widespread areas to attain information on the functionality of the recorded structures during different states and behavior.
Figure 7. Overview of the MEA building process. A 2D perforated array is placed on a 3D aligner. 33μm tungsten wires are placed into the holes in the plastic array to ensure the rightful positioning. Wires are secured to the plastic using ultraviolet light hardening adhesive. A Kyocera connector is attached to a custom built printed circuit board (PCB) using UV-adhesive and conductive spoxy. Wires are inserted through the PCB and secured on the medial side with adhesive. Wires are cut, deinsulated and attached with silver paint to the channels on the Kyocera/PCB piece. The entire electrode is secured and insulated with UV-adhesive and detached from the 3D aligner to be implanted in the rat brain. (Adapted from illustrations by Kumar, P, with permission)
Study IV

“On the cortico-basal ganglia loop in levodopa-induced dyskinesia treatments”

Multi-structure recordings show unique activity patterns

To gain insight into how neurophysiological activity patterns can be associated with disease states we utilized the novel electrode to do neuronal recordings from multiple structures of the cortico-basal ganglia-thalamic loop simultaneously. With the 6-OHDA hemilesioned rat we had a robust animal model offering multiple disease states with clear behavioral phenotypes. In the initial experiments, the previously discovered cortical oscillation was verified in dyskinetic animals and with the new comprehensive dataset we were now also able to confirm other electrophysiological hallmarks of the different disease states previously reported with the model – validating the feasibility of the technique. When inspecting the spectral contents of the LFPs over the course of an experiment, we noticed specific features in nearly all recorded structures for the different disease states before and after levodopa treatment. While our initial aim was to further investigate the oscillation and its relation to behavior, we now saw the opportunity to be able to differentiate between the distinct disease states based on their unique underlying neurophysiological activity patterns, including also less conspicuous changes in other brain structures. With such possibilities, we saw another potential application with the method – to evaluate the effects of drugs aimed for the treatment of the disease.

Recordings yield behaviorally relevant brain states

Generally, and as in the case with the cortical oscillation in dyskinesia, disease relevant findings need to be described by a clearly defined alteration in relation to a control. For LFP recordings in a certain structure this often translates to an oscillation in clearly defined frequency bands upon presentation of symptoms (Staba and Bragin, 2011; Başar, 2013; Little and Brown, 2014). In the current recordings this would because of variability between structures and states include many different frequency bands, which would be very tedious to manually identify. To be of practical use, we therefor needed a more general method of describing the observed changes, optimally without disregarding any of the multivariate data that was acquired. The analysis was therefor done in the following manner: Unit activity was separate from LFP activity by bandpass filtering, where the LFP is the low frequent part. First, the locally measured field potentials were fourier transformed to generate frequency spectrograms over time with 8 second resolution. To eliminate background fluctuations and emphasize relevant frequency changes each such spectrum was then normalized to a spectral floor, which in brain recordings often is described well by a pink noise power law where the power for increasing frequencies follow a $1/f^\alpha$ decline. This is necessary not least for higher frequencies, whose relative power otherwise are magnitudes smaller than for lower frequencies, in accordance with power laws for most physical
systems (Press, 1978). Signals from wire pairs from each structure were pooled, generating one average spectrogram per structure (see e.g. primary motor cortex in Fig 8). In these, hints of spectral differences between the three states could be seen in at least some of the structures per state.

**Figure 8.** High frequency oscillations in the cortical local field potential is associated with dyskinesia. Top: Spectrogram from LFP’s in the motor cortex of the lesioned hemisphere with a prominent 80 Hz oscillation in conjunction to the dyskinetic state (power spectrum normalized to pink-noise). A levodopa dose was administered (i.p.) at t≈60 min. In this example, the 5HT1A (pre-synaptic serotonin receptor) agonist 8-OH-DPAT and its antagonist were administered at t≈120 & t≈160 min, respectively. Top right: Schematic view of the cortical surface illustrating recording positions of the cortical electrodes in relation to DLS and bregma. Bottom: Aim score throughout the recording. Minimal amounts of dyskinesia before the levodopa administration at t≈60 and after 8-OH-DPAT. (red: rotations, yellow: axial, green: forelimb, blue: orolingual).

**Visualizing the data**

Subsequently, to get an intuitive representation of the states in two dimensions, the following steps were taken: For a behavioral state (defined by AIM score stability over time), the samples from the different structures were concatenated so that each 8 s sample was described by a unique vector, comprising the total of all spectral content (in 0.5 Hz bands from 0 to 200 Hz) in all structures at the time. All 8 s vectors per state and experiment were then normalized so that the mean and standard deviation for each state were equal to zero and one, respectively, in
effect homogenizing variability over states to ease comparability between them. To obtain a logical representation, a 2D coordinate system was created by letting the three different states constitute the reference points in the room. The spectral content of the pink noise normalized signals from all concatenated samples of averaged 8 s vectors from each structure in the control hemisphere (off levodopa) was set to Origo. The X-axis was defined as the difference between the signals from the parkinsonistic state (i.e. the baseline period in the lesioned hemisphere) and the simultaneously measured control state by subtraction of the mean of the control from the parkinsonistic mean in each structure. This difference was set to 1 and the distance of any sample from the control to the parkinsonistic cluster center thereby represents the degree of parkinsonistic-specific traits in the neuronal activity. With the x-axis as a reference point, the orthogonal difference vector between control and dyskinetic was then chosen as the equivalent projection for the y-axis. This difference vector between control and dyskinetic was then normalized in the same manner, so that a translocation along the axis from control towards the dyskinetic cluster would represents the degree of dyskinetic-specific traits (Fig 9A).

**Application of the method**

At this point, we had possession of a tool that could relate the position of a new state cluster to the different disease states with respect to its effect on the neuronal signals, which we speculated would be used as a complementary evaluation of drug effects to standard behavioral assessments. At this point we were interested in delivering drugs to one of the disease states in order to validate the method. As the 6-OHDA lesion of the MFB creates a very severe reduction of dopaminergic cells in the SNc/VTA, therapeutic treatment with levodopa is not easily obtained due to the narrow therapeutic window. In this pilot study, we therefore chose to use drugs aimed for the treatment of the more easy attainable dyskinetic state.

**Treatment effects**

Four treatments were used for the treatment of the dyskinetic state. Amantadine, Levetiracetam, Diazepam and 8-OH-DPAT, and doses with previously shown effects were chosen from the literature. Amantadine is a NMDA-receptor antagonist (Blanpied et al., 2005), clinically approved drug for the treatment of dyskinesia but with varying responses (Crosby et al., 2003). Levetiracetam is a clinically approved drug for the treatment of epilepsy, which has been clinically evaluated for their effects on LIDs (Wolz et al., 2010). Diazepam is a clinically approved benzodiazepine, that has been shown to have potential effects on levodopa-induced dyskinesia (Pourcher et al., 1989). 8-OH-DPAT is an experimental drug mainly working agonistically at the 5HT1A presynaptic autoreceptor (Larsson et al., 1990), reducing the release of 5-HT-localized dopamine (Carta et al., 2007). The experimental drug WAY-100,635, a 5HT1A receptor antagonist was used to block the effect of 8-OH-DPAT (Fornal et al., 1996).
Figure 9. Global state descriptions. A: Systems level state descriptions based on LFP recordings from four rats (dark blue: control hemisphere during baseline, black: PD, red: dyskinesia, light blue: control hemisphere during dyskinesia). The x-axis equals the direction in spectral space with the largest difference between the control condition and the parkinsonian state. The Y-axis represents the largest difference between the control and dyskinetic state orthogonal to the X-axis. Small dots represents state coordinates during a recording (triangles are placed in the center of each experiment’s cluster). B: AIM scores pre and post systemic treatment with four different drugs in the same rat. C: System level states induced by each of the drugs in the 2D-space, with axes defined by the main spectral differences [Control vs. PD] and [Control vs. Dyskinesia]_Ortho.
Side effects

Experiments were conducted in the same manner as before (Fig 3), and after having delivered drugs to have effects at the time of peak dyskinesia, behavioral assessment employing AIMs scoring was performed. Though some of the drug experiments showed clear reductions of the dyskinesia (Fig 9B), additional behavioral effects not captured solely by the AIM scale were also detected. The recorded neurophysiological signals in these experiments revealed a clear shift away from the dyskinetic state, corroborating the effect measure. However, as the dyskinesia were ameliorated, behavioral abnormalities were noted including recurring forepaw movements, drowsiness and abnormally flat body postures. When further analyzing the brain state induced by these drugs in relation to the control state, remaining differences between the treated state and the control condition were apparent (see e.g. Fig 9C). These differences, together with the observation that normal behavior was not restored by the treatments, suggest that the electrophysiological state description is able to capture additional aspects of the behavior that are not described with the unidimensional AIMs scale employed in this study.

Investigating informational content

To clarify to what extent activity patterns in different frequency bands and brain structures contributed to the state descriptions we analyzed how well the drug-induced states could be separated using subsets of these. In the current dataset, we found that a higher number of brain structures generally improved classification performance, with a drastic increase for the early additions that reached asymptote at seven structures. When reducing the number of utilized frequency bands from all bands between 0-200 Hz to only include bands that have previously been reported to correlate with symptoms, the classification performance for the state separation decreased drastically. Using the best combination of the three bands; theta (3-9 Hz), beta (10-35 Hz) and gamma (65-100 Hz), surprisingly only gave a maximum classification performance of 35 %, compared to 96 % when using the full spectrum. Regardless of reason for the decline, we conclude that utilizing broad band multi-structure recordings is highly motivated in the current and presumably also in many other neurophysiological studies.
Discussion & Concluding remarks
Discussion and Concluding Remarks

The purpose of scientific enquiry is to generate knowledge of value for the community and the field of neurophysiology has good prospects to do so. By the combined study of normal and pathological states, knowledge that directs us towards an understanding of the neuronal principles of motor control can be attained, with potential implications for patients and healthy populations alike. Information about how the combined action of neuronal populations produce functions can be applied not only for remedies in diseases, but potentially also augment the existing repertoire of functions that we already possess (Wolbring et al., 2013; Fetz, 2015). How a specific motor output is selected from an endless pool of behaviors is one important question and what the functions of different synchronous neuronal activities are in various structures is another. The current thesis has apart from establishing new ways to address some of these questions also discovered previously unknown phenomena underlying malfunctions in pathological states, adding a targetable mechanism for future treatments of disease. A discussion of the findings follows below.

Choosing a relevant behavioral model

Biomedical research intends to gain information about human physiology by the study of something sufficiently similar to the human to allow for translation of findings. For this, animal models are used that depending on the field of study can be differently closely related to the human. In studies of disease, overall face validity of a model is determined by phenotypic, construct and predictable similarity for its human equivalent (van der Staay et al., 2009). The disease model of Parkinson and dyskinesia used in this thesis is one of the few rodent models with high degree of correspondence for all subtypes of validity, which corroborates its translational potential. For practical applicability of a model however, valid biomarkers are equally important. In a recent review analyzing reasons for attrition rates in the drug industry, it was shown that for more than 80 % of the projects that made it through phase II trials had a translationally verified biomarker of efficacy, whereas for projects that were closed down less than 30 % did (Cook et al., 2014). Since the models employed in science are key for relevant predictions, validating them should be a top priority in research. By the results presented in this thesis the relationship between the rodent model of dyskinesia and the human have indeed been strengthen further, by the discovery of a new biomarker of the dyskinetic disease state that has now also been reported in the human (communication with Philip Starr laboratory).
In contrast to disease models, empirical knowledge about the validity of a model in normal physiology is hard to attain. Instead, great care is taken to match physiological readouts. In motor physiology, for example, the studied behavior is often chosen to bear resemblance to a human counterpart. The goal directed movement of reaching and grasping is an example of such, where the rodent displays great similarities to the corresponding human behavior (Klein et al., 2012). Apart from being multi-componential it is also goal-directed and highly repeatable, with controllable parameters including direction and distance. Variability in other parameters of importance for motor control such as speed and joint-angles makes this behavior a suitable substrate for elucidating important factors in actuation of movements. In addition, the weeklong period for learning of the task opens up for studies on the neural adaptations underlying improvement of motor actuation, e.g. by studying central representations of cutaneous receptive fields. Though learned behaviors sometimes can be challenging to draw conclusions from due to the inability to distinguish between a de facto faulty motor execution and a failure to recall the learned sequence (Berridge and Whishaw, 1992), this was deemed negligible in the setup since the behavior is not dependent on successions from discrete stages, but in similarity to normal behaviors can be adapted based on real time feedback.

Benefits of detailed automatic tracking

To be able to study minor differences between reaching trials and draw conclusions of the neural substrate of a multi-joint movement in a freely behaving animal, detailed monitoring of the movement is required. The commonest way of attaining such data is today by means of manual tracking. The limitations of this procedure are obvious; apart from being highly dependent on the skills of the operator, which will require hours of observation by well-trained observers manual scoring is also highly time consuming in itself. In our study, we have shown that high-resolution tracking can be reliably performed using automated techniques. The in-silico model in our study was matched to the recorded behavior with sub-millimeter precision and when correlated to the neuronal data, several cells with specific firing rate modulations relating to the actuation of previously suggested motor components of the reach and grasp movement were found. While this strengthens the proposed division of behavioral structure into the described subcomponents, other bases utilizing features like speed, direction or minute movements over individual joints can also be derived from the system and correlated to the recorded neuronal data. Nevertheless, these preliminary results clearly indicates the potential for the obtained kinematical description for neurophysiological studies of motor control.

Lack of motor control and tissue adaptations

In the case of the lost motor control in dyskinesia, a wide array of cellular correlates specific for the dyskinetic brain has been found. One example is that the degeneration of dopaminergic cells in SNc seen in patients has also been shown to be adjoined by a degeneration in VTA (Hirsch,
Other findings include alterations in extracellular dopamine concentrations (Lindgren et al., 2010), post-synaptic receptor expression (NMDAR: Fiorentini et al., 2006; DR₁: Guigoni et al., 2007; AMPAR: Silverdale et al., 2010), dopamine receptor sensitization (Klawans et al., 1977; Gerfen, 2003), gene expression (Andersson et al., 1999) and plasticity (Picconi et al., 2003), recently summarized well by Cenci and Konradi, 2010. As important as these findings are, presenting convincing data and analyses related to different stages of the underlying pathology, information about the ongoing changes in conjunction with the expression of symptoms have the potential to offer a dynamic perspective to the one derived from post mortem tissue analysis.

Oscillations during the expression of symptoms

By electrophysiological recordings in the dyskinetic animal during behavior we showed direct association of narrowband cortical gamma oscillations that were concurrent with the hours-long symptom expressions in the freely behaving animal. The significance of the cortical oscillation for the expression was further supported by the concurrent alleviation upon delivery of a DR₁-antagonist directed to the cortical surface. In these experiments, intermittent dyskinesia were occasionally displayed by the animal, which were expectedly adjoined by the cortical oscillation. Though an underlying dopaminergic mechanism has been further strengthened by recent evidence (Dupre et al., 2016), the abruption of dyskinesia by the DA₁-antagonist is not entirely conclusive, since arguably any agent reducing general neuronal excitability could cause similar depressive effects on the system. Nevertheless, the DR₁ antagonist was an intuitive choice of drug and considering that both initiation and disruption of symptoms is affected by dopaminergic signaling, this hypothesis remains compelling, even though awareness of other neurotransmitter systems’ potential relevance is important. Thus, while the blockage of the cortical oscillation strengthened the correlation between the two phenomena, additional evidence as to what the cellular substrate for the oscillation is would also be desirable.

Neuronal correlates

In search of the cellular substrate for the resonant LFP in cortex we analyzed the firing patterns of the hundreds of neurons that had been recorded. While the majority of cells in both cortex and striatum showed an altered firing rate during the dyskinetic state, this was not exclusive to the lesioned hemisphere. However, despite a lack of dissimilarities in firing rate between hemispheres, other underlying changes could still be present. When analyzing the temporal relationship between the LFP and the action potentials, a subgroup of cells in the lesioned hemisphere was found entrained to the 80 Hz oscillation in the dyskinetic state. In further analysis of cell entrainments to different frequency bands we noticed that several neurons where entrained to both the 80 Hz and the theta band (4-12 Hz) during the parkinsonistic state. When considering the relation of the two, it was only in the lesioned M1 that a majority of cells
displayed a transition in preferred entrainment frequency from low to high frequency in response to levodopa administration, a finding that was not detected in the neither striatum on the lesioned side nor on the non-lesioned side. As significant as these results may be, the question of how representative of the full system the recorded population of cells are remains, which led us to expand our recordings by doubling the amount of channels to 128. Concerns of potential tissue damage have been raised with using multiple recording probes but has formerly been shown to be manageable. In fact, the size of the glial scar as an indicator of tissue damage was in a recent study found to not be increased by multiple electrode implantations (Lind et al., 2012). To be able to add additional structures of the network to the recordings on the other hand, could be very beneficial.

Global cortico-basal ganglia recordings and representation of disease states

Considering the distributed code and partially redundant activity of neurons within adjacent anatomical regions (Fetz, 1994), the expansion of electrodes to target widespread areas of the brain was done with the ambition to increase informational content. With the new electrode design we were able to relate the activity between all simultaneously recorded motor nuclei of the basal ganglia and motor cortices, opening up for a large variety of studies on dynamic changes between different states of activity in both health and disease. Comprehensive data on the collective actions of discrete sites from within a functional system could increase the ability to differentiate between states of disease and allow for better understanding of the pathophysiological processes. Direct information on the neurophysiological effects on a treatment is in this way attained from large parts of the brain, which expectedly gives a more representative view of system level responses to salient events and perturbations. From a practical standpoint, direct measures of neuronal signals also has the potential to reduce inherent issues with behavioral scoring, where the manual procedure of assessing an animals’ behavior, as discussed above, is tedious and variable. While behavioral scoring optimally correlates strongly to such measures, especially from motor regions, it makes inferences about the underlying brain states indirectly, making differentiation between multiple brain-states more difficult to achieve.

Applicability of system’s level brain states

In experiments utilizing the novel electrodes in lesioned animals treated with levodopa, three different states were possible to study in the same experiment; control (from the non-lesioned hemisphereduring baseline), parkinsonian (from the lesioned hemisphere at the same time) and dyskinetic (from the lesioned hemisphere after levodopa administration). At the same time, it would also be possible to determine in detail what the difference between the disease states and control in terms of their spectral content was. When inspecting the neuronal signals, distinct
activation patterns were found in individual structures both within and between these states. Apart from indicating that each structure had unique contributions in the different states, the dataset also alluded to that states could be discriminated neurophysiologically. Indeed, LFP signals from both the control, parkinsonistic and the dyskinetic state were significantly different to be able to reliably distinguish them from each other. This allowed the creation of a measure of severity of the disease based exclusively on the disease specific signals. Because of this, a measure of a drug’s potential benefit could be derived from the creation of a chart representing these three states together with the state induced by the drug. Here we reasoned that the beneficial effects of drugs for the treatment of any of the disease states could be evaluated in the ability to abolish the disease specific signal and restore them to normal. A purely beneficial treatment would optimally produce a normalized state that would overlap with the control state in the representation.

Our data strengthened this hypothesis by showing that a treatment ameliorating dyskinesia without reinstating a normal behavior produces a cluster shifted away from the dyskinetic cluster that does not overlap with the control state. Unfortunately, this validation is only indirect. While it does hint at the system’s resistance to false positives, to be conclusive the data need to explicitly show that an effective treatment actually produces a cluster overlapping with the control state. The conducted experiments were at the time neither big enough nor optimized to find the narrow dose interval for which the rodents were relieved of symptoms in either disease state without producing evident side effects. One reason for this is that the 6-OHDA MFB lesion produces a very terminal model with a minimal therapeutic window for the levodopa treatment. Since then, however, experiments have been conducted with positive treatment outcomes without apparent behavioral side-effects. Indeed, when plotted in the described 2D-representation, a clear overlap between the “normal” and the drug treated states is achieved, with clear separation from the pathological states (unpublished data). Though the dataset still is small, this provides compelling, more direct evidence that the initial hypothesis was correct.

One remaining question is if there is only “one” way for a given function of the brain to work properly by. If this is the case, seeking primarily to normalize the disease specific signals would be the desired aim with all treatments. If the system is more permissive, however, then additional outcomes in neuronal activities could also reproduce a quasi-healthy state. In any case, taking signals outside of the disease-defining range into account would be necessary to attain a truthful picture of the evaluated drug’s neuronal effects. A related topic is that it presently is not known if a physiological signal in one structure has the same consequence in another. Will, for example, an aberrant signal appearing in motor areas with concomitant motor symptoms equate to symptoms pertaining to another area’s respective function if present there? While this is plausible considering the similarities in pathogenic signals in different diseases, further studies will be needed to answer this more definitely.
Possible improvements of the state description method

In the publication we chose to plot the differences between the control condition and the two disease states, with the parkinsonian state on the x-axis and the dyskinetic on the y-axis (Fig 8A & C). To de-correlate the states, the y-axis was chosen to be orthogonal to the x-axis. A consequence of this is that certain changes along the original dyskinetic axis risked not resulting in a change in the y-coordinate. For this reason, letting the axis of the state that a treatment is directed towards be the primary base from which the other state is orthogonally defined would nuance the data in another, potentially more intuitive way. In reality, measures are often varied before a representation is selected for display.

It should be noted that the axis of disease in the study is defined by the signals patterns that vary the most between a state of disease and control. Changes in these particular signals will thus have the strongest influence on the position of a new cluster, even though alterations outside of this range could be affected by a drug. Therefore, if a drug were to induce another potentially pathological state, via effects on signal patterns other than those defining the disease axis, this risks being underestimated. This problem is similar to that of the behavioral scoring, where measurement only of the symptoms of disease might risk losing valuable information on other effects of a drug. To account for this, inducing additional states by reference drugs so that more meaningful dimensions are added would help complementing the information derived from the neuronal space.

The real benefit of being able to represent neurophysiological data in the proposed way is that drugs are evaluated not only in their ability to ameliorate disease specific signals, but also considers the ability to reproduce “healthy” signals. This second factor is especially important since effects of any drug in addition to its ability to treat disease-specific signs are very hard to predict. Although qualitative behavioral assessments on the “degree of normality” are frequently reported, attaining quantitative and comparable measures of this would be complicated because of the multitudes of potential behavioral repertoires that exist.

Future applications

Considering the highly distributed functionality within the brain and that many structures are involved in multiple behaviors, deciphering relevant differences will require elaborate experimenting. Objective recordings characterizing these in many species, including the human, would be an initial goal to get to an understanding of the comparative biology between species. Such knowledge could be used to validate many currently employed models of disease and increase their translational power to the human in different diseases. Applying this technique to other models of disease has the potential of opening up novel ways of characterizing drug effects aimed for the treatment of CNS-disorders. While electrophysiological readouts from motor regions are indeed highly correlated with motor
behavior, many diseases do not produce overt behavioral alterations, making them difficult to study. This is demonstrated by the lack of translatability of many of the preclinical animal models in this area, which in turn has impeded drug development for diseases such as persistent pain states, psychosis and depression (Nestler and Hyman, 2010; Cook et al., 2014). Similar to motor systems, electrophysiological readouts from other regions have the potential to measure the functions pertained to those respective areas. Applying this technique with such recordings therefore has the potential of opening up novel ways of characterizing drug effects aimed for the treatment of these diseases.

Merging data in dyskinesia

In drawing conclusions on a broader level, the information gained by in vitro techniques offers insights: In the in slice preparations, Picconi et al. (2003) showed that a dyskinetic group of animals, but not a non-dyskinetic levodopa treated control group, lacked the fundamental ability to depotentiate cortical stimuli after a prior potentiation. Because activation of both the DR1 and downstream targets effectively blocked the otherwise functional depression, the effect was suggested to be mediated by dopamine’s interaction with the DR1. The implication of this loss of bidirectional plasticity in striatal projection neurons is that excitatory input to striatum during a dopaminergic tone can only be strengthened, since their ability to depotentiate inputs has been lost. Having dense projections to the same set of striatal cells, the malfunction of the cortex in cohort with the cell-physiological alterations in striatum could offer a more holistic account for the development of dyskinesia: if in the motor cortical end an aberrant signal is continuously disturbing the output while in the striatal end cortical inputs are emphasized, this could explain how the disrupted signaling process leading to symptoms emerge.

How this ties to the thalamostriatal input to the same subsets of cells has not been established, but it is noteworthy that the glutamatergic outputs from cortex and thalamus to a large extent have histochemically distinct profiles (Smith et al., 2004). Corticofugal fibers primarily associate with the vesicular glutamate transporter vGlut1 and thalamofugal fibers with the vGlut2 (Kaneko and Fujiyama, 2002). In the afferent inputs to thalamus, a functional dichotomization between these two sets has been suggested by Sherman and Guillery (2011), with vGlut1 expressing fibers having a modulatory while vGlut2 have a driving role in information transmission. The drivers have strong and predictable effects on the receiver cells while the modulators affect information transmission by subtle tuning of spike probabilities. If this this ‘driver and modulator’ division of glutamatergic communication also applies to non-sensor systems is under current debate (Varela, 2014), but raises the question if thalamus might be more influential in the normal- and pathophysiology of the basal ganglia than previously appreciated. With vast outputs to other nuclei both within and outside the basal ganglia (Féger et al., 1994; Marini et al., 1999) and its degeneration in e.g. parkinsons disease (Henderson et al., 2000), further studies unraveling thalamus’ role in motor functions are highly anticipated.
General concluding remarks

The nervous system works in mysterious ways but many anatomical regions have been shown to have high informational redundancy and high informational specificity through different behaviors and states. When studying the difference that makes a difference in any context, the initial challenge is thus to isolate and define the differences of interest. To get towards understanding of a complex system such as the brain we are guided by increasingly detailed descriptions that with methodological developments can be answered with increasingly detailed data, generating knowledge that allows for new testable hypotheses and refined definitions. With well-designed studies utilizing techniques ranging from in vitro to in vivo, behavioral and electrophysiological recordings, in healthy and diseased states, information will be gained that will advance the field in the direction of a more complete representation of the system.

The physiological signals discussed in this thesis are analyzed and discussed from a motor system perspective, which imparts the bias that brain functions relate only to physical enactments of sorts. It should not be forgotten that other functions such as motivational states, emotions, internal representations of external space and perhaps even time are also built in to the same circuits. However, the difficulty to estimate such internal states makes motor output the most commonly measured event in neurophysiological experiments with living animals, almost regardless of the scientific question, which can be hard to reconcile considering the distinct feeling of subjective value that non-motor functions have to us. It is of course possible that these in any case are rightfully considered as mere predecessors of the only thing that can make a physical difference in the world; an event in external space.

After all, it was such entelechy that made something of nothing in the first place.
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